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Letter from the Editor

Document retrieval deals with the capture, storage, and retrieval of natural language texts, which could

range from short bibliographic records to full text documents. Document retrieval has been investigated
for over three decades, but its application has thus far been limited to library systems. The proliferation of

PCs, workstations, online databases, and hypertext systems has presented new challenges and opportunities
to this research area. Researches in this area not only are of interest to large-scale systems such as library

systems and news databases but have profound impacts on the way we manage our personal, day-to-day,
daa

The special issue has assembled eight papers examining various aspects of this important topic.

The first paper, by Salton, describes the SMART system, which is perhaps one of the most thoroughly
studied document retrieval system so far, and discusses the potential of knowledge bases in document

retrieval. He then describes a simple term weight strategy for the analysis of local document structures.

Smith’s paper discusses the expertise required for an effective search and describes a knowledge-based

system, called EP-X, which can help the users to refine their queries.

Croft gives an overview of the research being conducted in his research group at the University of

Massachusetts, covering a wide range of research from text representation, to retrieval model, to user

modeling and interface. The main concern of the research is the effectiveness of the retheval.

The next paper, by Faloutsos, addresses the other end of the search problem — how to efficiently search

a large number of documents. The paper is focused on one particular text access technique, namely, the

signature file. Variants of the signature file technique are presented and analyzed.

Along the same line, Stanfihl describes a parallel retrieval system based on the signature file. The

system runs on a Connection Machine and implements a simple document ranking and relevance feedback

strategy. He provides justifications for the use of large-scale parallel systems for document retrieval.

Hollaar discusses his experience in the design and development of the partitioned finite state automaton

(PFSA). He describes a prototype based on the PFSA concept and discusses the needs and potentials of

special-purpose pattern matchers in light of the rapidly lowering costs of general-purpose processors.

McGill and Dillon describe several major projects being conducted in OCLC. The projects include

research prototypes as well as field experiments. One of the concerns in their research is the conversion

of paper documents to an electronic form and to provide real services to a large user community.

Last but not least, Lee and Woelk describe their work in integrating text management capability in

the object-oriented database ORION developed at MCC. They describe the class hierarchy for organizing
textual objects and the search capability of the system.

I would like to thank the authors for accepting my invitation to contribute to this special issue. Many
of them have to make time from their busy schedules in order to meet our deadline. The suggestions from

Dr. Won Kim, the Editor-in-Chief, were crucial in making my task as enjoyable as it was. I hope this

special issue will bring this important subject to a wider audience and you will find the articles stimulating
and interesting.

Dilc L. Lee

Ohio State University
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Full Text Information Processing Using
the Smart System

Gerard Salton *

Abstract

The Smart information retrieval project was started in 1961. During the past
30 years methods have been developed for the automatic term assignment to

natural-language texts (automatic indexing), automatic document clustering,
collection searching, and the automatic reformulation of search queries using
relevance feedback. Many of these procedures have been incorporated into prac
tical retrieval settings.

Although there is no hope of solving the content analysis problem for natural-
language texts completely satisfactorily, the possibility of automatically analyz
ing very large text samples offers new approaches for automatic text processing
and information retrieval. Some methods for the massive analysis of natural
language text are outlined together with applications in information retrieval.

1 The Vector Processing System

Conventional information retrieval systems are based on Boolean query formu
lations where keywords are used together with connecting Boolean operators.
By constructing large so-called inverted indexes that contain for each allowable
keyword the lists of addresses of all documents indexed by that keyword, it is
possible to determine the set of documents corresponding to a given Boolean
query formulation from the information stored directly in the index. This im
plies that rapid responses can be provided in a conventional retrieval setting
using standard Boolean processing methods.

The conventional Boolean search system does, however suffer from a number
of serious disadvantages: First, the Boolean logic remains inaccessible to many

Department of Computer Science, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-7501. This study
was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant 1ST 84-02735.
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untrained users, so that query formulations and user-system interactions must

be delegated by the end user to trained search intermediaries; second, the con

ventional Boolean logic does not accommodate weighted terms used as part of
the query formulations; third, the output produced by a Boolean search is not

ranked in any decreasing order of presumed usefulness; finally, the size of the

output produced by Boolean searches is difficult to control by untrained per

sonnel. Typically, a search could retrieve far more documents than the user can

tolerate, or too few items might be retrieved to satisfy the user needs. In any

case, the unranked retrieved materials are difficult to utilize in an interactive

environment.

Various solutions have been proposed, including in particular the introduc

tion of new retrieval models not based on the Boolean paradigm. The best

known of the alternative retrieval models is the vector processing system 1,2].
In vector processing, both the querries and the documents are represented by
sets, or vectors, of terms. Given two term vectors Q = (q~, q~, ..., q~) and

13~ = (d11,d12,...,djg) representing respectively query Q and document D1, it

is easy to compute a vector similarity measure such as, for example, the cosine

coefficient as follows:

~ qkdIk

Sim(Q,D1)= k1
. (I)

(qk)2• ~ (di~)~

In expression (1), q~ and dk represent the weight or importance of term k

in query Q and document D, respectively, and a total of t different terms are

potentially assigned to each text item. (In the vector system, a positive term

weight is used for terms that are present, and a zero weight represents a term

that is absent from a particular item.)
In vector processing, variable coefficients are used to represent the similarity

between queries and documents, and the documents can be arranged for the

user in decreasing order of the corresponding query-document similarities. The

output ranking helps the user in dealing with the retrieved materials, because

the more important items are seen by the user early in a search. Furthermore,
an iterative search strategy, known as relevance feedback, is easily implemented
where the query statements are automatically improved following an initial re

trieval step, by incorporating into the query terms from previously retrieved

relevant documents. Effectively this moves the query in the direction of p :e

viously retrieved relevant items, and additional relevant items may then be

retrieved in the next search iteration. The vector processing model is useful

also for generating clustered file organizations where documents represented by
similar term vectors are placed in the same groups, or clusters.

Another possibility for refining the conventional Boolean retrieval system
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consists in introducing extended, relaxed interpretations of the Boolean oper
ations. In that case, processing systems intermediate between the ordinary
Boolean system and the vector processing system are obtained that accommo

date term weights for both queries and documents and furnish ranked retrieval

output, as well as much improved retrieval effectiveness. 3]

2 Dictionaries and Knowledge Bases

In the vector processing system, both documents and queries are transformed

into sets of keywords, sometimes composed of words or word stems occurring
in the corresponding document or query texts. The assumption is that no rela

tionship exists between the terms assigned to each particular text item. In fact,
of course, it is difficult to maintain that sets of individual terms extracted from

query and document texts properly represent text content. For this reason, var

ious refinements have been proposed for content analysis, normally consisting
in the introduction of complex text identifiers, such as term phrases, and the

addition of relationship indicators between. terms. One possibility consists in

using the term descriptions contained in machine-readable dictionaries and the

sauruses to help in term phrase formation. The thesaurus information may be

used to disambiguate the meaning of terms and to generate groups of similar,
or related, terms by identifying relationships using the contexts provided by the

dictionary entries.

Several attempts have been made to extract useful inforthation from machine-

readable dictionaries, and the experience indicates that some term relationships
are relatively easy to obtain: notably certain synonym relations that are often

explicitly identified in the dictionary, and hierarchical, taxonomic relations be

tween terms that are identifiable following analysis of the dictionary definitions.

4] On the other hand, many complications also arise:

• many terms carry several defining statements in the dictionary, and the

definition actually applicable in a given case may not be easily found;

• the printed definition may be difficult to parse, in which case the meaning
of the defining statement may remain obscure;

• the relationships between different defining statements may be hard to

assess.

Overall the accuracy of interpretation of dictionary definitions determined

by Fox and coworkers varied between 60 and 77 percent, and several accept
able analyses were frequently generated for a given dictionary definition. 4]
These results show that dictionary information is not easily incorporated into

automatic text analysis systems.
An alternative solution to the text-indexing and retrieval problem is provided

by the use of so-called knowledge bases that accurately reflect the structure and
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the relationships valid in a given area of discourse. 5] Given such a knowl

edge base, the content of the various information items can be related to the

content of the corresponding knowledge base in order to generate valid content

representations. Typical knowledge bases describe the entities and concepts of
interest in a given area of discourse, as well as the attributes characterizing these

entities, and the relationships — hierarchical or otherwise — that exist between

entities. In addition, knowledge bases often include systems of rules used to

control the operations performed with the stored knowledge.
When a knowledge base is available, representing a particular subject area,

the following extended retrieval strategies can be used:

a) The available search requests and document texts are transformed

into formal representations similar to those used in the knowledge
base.

b) Fuzzy matching operations are performed to compare the formal

representations of search requests and document surrogates.

c) Answers to the requests are constructed by using information pro
vided in the knowledge base if the degree of match between the for

mal representations of queries and documents is sufficiently great.

Unfortunately, very little is known about the design of knowledge-bases that

are valid in open-ended areas of discourse of the kind found in most document

collections. In fact, the indications are that the know-how needed to analyze
even somewhat specialized documents is vast, and that a good deal of context is

needed to interpret document content. This context cannot be expected to be

specified in restricted knowledge bases. The knowledge-base approach remains

to prove itself in information retrieval environments.

3 Massive Text Analysis

Modern theories of text analysis indicate that ultimately the meaning of words

in natural language texts depend on the contexts and circumstances in which the

words are used, rather than on preconceived dictionary definitions. 6,7] This

suggests that the very large text samples that are now available in machine-

readable form should be analyzed to determine the importance of the words

in the contexts in which they occur. One way in which this might be done is

to take large text samples, such as for example sets of books, which are then

broken down into individual local documents (book paragraphs). The impor
tance of individual text units (terms and phrases) occuring in the texts might
be computable by comparing the local occurrence characterictics in individual

book paragraphs with the global characteristics in the complete text collection.

In the Smart system, the following characteristics of term value have been

used. 8,9]
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a) The number of occurrences of a term in a given local environment
(a local book paragraph); formally tf,,~ is the term frequency (tf) of
term k in local document i.

b) The number of local documents (paragraphs) n~ in which term k

occurs; if there are N local documents in the complete collection,
the so-called inverse document frequency (idf) factor is computed as

logN/n~ this factor provides high values for terms assigned to only a

few local documents, and low values for terms occurring everywhere
in the collection.

c) The length of the local documents as a function of the number and

weights of terms assigned to local documents.

A particular coefficient of term value for term k in document i may then be
computed as

tfik.log (N/nk)
w~ =

(tf~. N /~k )2
(2)

all terms

k

The w,k weight is known as the if x idf (term frequency times inverse doc
ument frequency) weight. This coefficient provides high values for terms that
occur frequently in individual local documents, but rarely on the outside.

Because the idf factors change as the context changes, the same term may
receive quite different term values depending on the context taken into account
in computing term values. Consider, as an example, the local document of

Fig. 1, representing two paragraphs of chapter 5 of reference 10]. A standard

indexing system can be applied to the text of Fig. 1(a), consisting of the deletion
from the text of certain common function words included on a special list, the
removal of suffixes from the remaining text words, and finally the assignment of
term weights using the (if x idfl term weighting formula of expression (2). 1J
When the terms are arranged in decreasing term weighting order, the output
of Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) is obtained, where the ten best terms are listed in two

different text contexts. In each case, a computer-assigned concept number is
shown in Fig. 1 for each term together with the (if x idf) weight and the

corresponding word stem.

In Fig. 1(b) the terms are weighted using the local context of chapter 5 of

10] only, whereas the global book context is used in Fig. 1(c). This implies
that in Fig. 1(b) the term occurrence measurements cover only the 67 local
documents of chapter 5, whereas all 1104 local documents for the complete
book are used in Fig. 1(c). It is clear that the indexing assignments of Figs.
1(b) and 1(c) are very different. For example, the term “compress” is absent
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from the output of Fig. 1(b) because in chapter 5 all local documents deal
with text compression; this means that in the context of chapter 5, “compress”
is a high-frequency word with a low inverse document frequency (idf) factor,
and hence a low overall weight. In other word, a term like “compression” is
not a good term capable of distinguishing the text of Fig. 1(a) from the other
local documents of chapter 5. “Compression” is, however, a very good term in
the global book context — the second best, in fact, on the list of Fig. 1(c) —
because the overall collection frequency of “compression” is kw.

Using the term weighting assignment of expression (2), each local document
can then be represented as a term vector D = (w11, w,2, ..., ~ and the cosine

similarity function of expression (1) can be used to obtain global similarity
measures between pairs of local documents.

A length normalization component is included in the term weighting formula
of expression (2) to insure that all documents are considered equally important
for retrieval purposes. Without the normalization factor, longer documents with

more terms would produce higher similarity measures than shorter documents,
leading to a greater retrieval likelihood for the longer documents.

The term weighting and contextual document indexing methods described
earlier can also be applied to short local documents, such as individual doc

ument sentences, leading to the computation of sentence similarity measures.

When the formulas of expression (1) and (2) are used for sentence indexing,
many short sentences consisting of only 2 or 3 words, including especially sec

tion headings and figure tables, will produce very large similarities. In these

circumstances, it is better to use a term weighting system based only on the

individual term frequencies in the local context (that is, WIk = ifIk). When the

sentences are represented by term frequencies, that is, S~ = (if,1, tfi2, ..., if,~) a

useful sentence similarity measure may be obtained as:

Sim (S1,S~)= min(tfjk,tfjk) (3)

matching
termsk

One may expect that documents that include sentences with large pairwise
sentence similarities in addition to exhibiting large global document similarities

may cover similar subject matter with a high degree of certainty.
The text analysis and document comparison methods described in this note,

are usable to obtain representations of the local and global structure of doc

ument content. The procedures may also help in obtaining answers to search

requests in the form of linked structures of local documents. 11]
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Chapter 5 Text Compression
The usefulness and efficiency of text-processing systems can often be improved greatly by con

verting normal natural-language text representations into a new form better adapted to computer

manipulation. For example, storage space and processing time are saved in many applications by
using short document abstracts, or summaries, instead of full document texts. Alternatively, the

texts can be stored and processed in encrypted form, rather than the usual format, to preserve the

secrecy of the content.

.1 255

One obvious factor usable in text transformations is the redundancy built into normal natural-

language representation. By eliminating redundancies — a method known as text compression — it

is often possible to reduce text sizes considerably without any loss of text content. Compression
was especially attractive in earlier years, when computers of restricted size and capability were used

to manipulate text. Today large disk arrays are usually available, but using short texts and small

dictionary sizes saves processing time in addition to storage space and still remains attractive

a) Local Document Consisting of Two Paragraphs from Chapter 5 of 10]

3521 0.26873 text 437 0.36273 text

3936 0.23112 save 7652 0.24997 compress

4318 0.22514 stor 8796 0.24397 attract

2655 0.21177 attract 879 0.22654 save

1957 0.21177 docu 3930 0.22654 redund

2546 0.19675 manipul 3259 0.22539 size

1313 0.19117 size 7612 0.17827 short

4300 0.18448 natur 4611 0.16270 natur

47 0.17410 redund 6264 0.16135 stor

3586 0.17157 process 4855 0.15250 spac

b) Ten Best Terms in Local c) Ten Best Terms in Global

Context of Chapter 5 (67 docs.) Book Context (1104 docs.)

Figure 1: Local Document Indexing
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Document Retrieval: Expertise in

Identifying Relevant Documents

Philip J. Smith

Cognitive Systems Engineering Laboratory
The Ohio State University

210 Baker Systems, 1971 Neil Avenue

Columbus, OH 43210

Introduction

Advances in computer hardware, software and communications capabilities offer the potential to

revolutionize access to the information in published documents. It is realistic to start talking about

providing widespread computer access to the full text of documents. Equally important, it is

realistic to expect workstations that provide tools for exploring, annotating and storing this full

text. Thus, in theory these advances will provide a person with far greater access to the documents

that are relevant to her needs.

There are two potential pitfalls to this notion. The first is that the information seeker must first

identify the documents relevant to her interests before she can retrieve them. As research on

document retrieval has long made clear, this is not a trivial problem (Salton and McGffl, 1985).
The second potential pitfall is cost. Efforts to improve access to information (either in temis of the

quantity of information available or in terms of the ease or effectiveness of finding relevant

information) are not free. Someone must pay for the improved access.

This paper focuses on the first potential pitfall, the difficulty of fmding documents relevant to some

topic of interest. These difficulties will be highlighted by looking at studies of online search

intermediaries, and at efforts to capture the expertise of these intermediaries in the form of a

knowledge-based system. In terms of the second pitfall, cost, two points will be implicit in this

discussionS

1. It is not sufficient to simply provide access to increased quantities of information

(e.g., the full text of documents). Information seekers need help in finding the

relevant documents as well;
2. Computer systems that aid people in fmding relevant documents will not be cheap to

develop. Thus, for different application areas, we will need to carefully consider the

cost effectiveness of investing money in alternative methods for aiding people to find

relevant documents, as well as the costs and benefits of providing access to increased

quantities of information.

Background

For several decades, researchers and practitioners in information retrieval have sought to develop
methods to give people easy access to the world’s literature through the use of computers. A

number of the resultant methods have been developed commercially and have received widespread
usage. Included are the development of online library catalogs to retrieve bibliographic information

10



about published books and journals. Also included are bibliographic databases describing the
contents of individual journal articles.

Thiee primary methods have been used to identify documents in these bibliographic databases:

1. specification of a paiticular document in terms of its author or title;
2. use of character string matching techniques to find potentially relevant documents

based on words found in titles, abstracts or descriptive keyword lists;
3. retrieval based on citation links (retrieving a new document that is contained in the

reference list of an already retrieved document).

The use of such bibliographic databases often requires considerable expertise, particularly when
conducting subject searches. Part of this expertise involves clearly defining the subject or topic of

interest. Part of it involves translating this topic of interest into a query the computer can

understand. Finally, part of it concerns interacting with the computer itself, entering appropriate
commands. As a result, information seekers often need the assistance of a human intennediary to

make effective use of these databases (Marcus, 1983; Pollitt, 1987).

Considerable improvements can now be made in the design of the inteifaces to such computer
systems. The use of multiple-window displays and communication by direct manipulation
methods can help considerably to reduce the expertise needed to enter commands. Figure 1

provides an illustration of such a system. This is the screen displayed by a prototype system called
ELSA (Smith, 1989) that we have developed when the searcher wants to enter the author, title, etc.

for a specific book, journal or journal article.

These improvements in interface design, however, only solve the easy problems. The truly
difficult problems involve expertise in clearly defming a topic and expressing it in a form the

computer can understand. These problems are discussed further below.

Current Retrieval Methods

Using most current retrieval systems, subject searches are conducted by specifying combinations
of keyword strings. To search for a document on bioindicators for heavy metals, for instance, a

searcher might enter:

(Bioindic? or Accumul? or Bioaccumul?)
and (Heavy (w) Metal# or Mercur? or Lead or Cadmium).

Several types of expertise are involved in generating such queries. First, there is the “art” of using
logical operators. One expert we studied gave us an illustration of a rule she used in selecting
logical operators:

I] narrow according to what the patron wants.... I start with AND because that is the
least restrictive of proximities . . . .

Least restrictive is AND, then LINK, then the A

operator, then the W operator is most restrictive.”

Additional expertise is involved identifying appropriate terms to include in the query. This
involves generating synonyms or near-synonyms (e.g., radioactive and radioisotope) and terms for

11
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specific cases of a general concept (e.g., lakes, rivers and streams as specific types of natural
bodies of water), as well as removing ambiguities.

The above forms of expertise assume the searcher knows the specific topic she is interested in,
that she simply needs to express this topic in a form the computer can deal with. Often this is not
the case, however. Often, the searcher needs to learn more about the topic as she conducts the

search, so that she can more clearly defme and refine her topic.

In several studies of human search intermediaries (Smith and Chignell, 1984; Smith, Krawczak,
Shute and Chignell, 1985; Smith, Krawczak, Shute and Chignell, 1987; Smith, Shute, Chignell
and Krawczak, 1989; Smith, Shute, Galdes and Chignell, 1989), we have found that these
intermediaries play a very active role in this learning process. These intermediaries actively
suggested topic refmements to information seekers, such as changing:

“control of acid rain in the United States”

to:

“prevention of nitrogen and sulfur oxides as air pollutants in the United States.”

Indeed, generation of such topic refmement suggestions appeared to be one of the primary
functions of such intermediaries. In a study of one intermediary, for instance, she generated a total

of 361 such suggestions over the course of 17 searches (for 17 different information seekers).

Tvøes of Comouter Aids

A variety of solutions have been proposed to replace the expertise of these human intermediaries.
Some solutions propose alternatives to the use of logical operators based on statistical word
associations or term weightings (Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, Deerwester and Harshman, 1988;
Giuliano, 1963; Salton, 1968; Tong and Shapiro, 1985). Others center on the use of thesauri to

assist in identifying appropriate terms (Pollitt, 1987; Rada and Martin, 1987). Finally, some

solutions focus on the development of semantically-based search techniques, with the

representation of document contents and search requests in terms of meaning (Monarch and

Carbonell, 1987; Vickery, 1987).

The capabilities of such computer aids vary tremendously. Our own work, focusing on

semantically-based search techniques, serves to demonstrate some of the functions that suáh

systems could serve. Illustrations are given below.

Semantically-Based Search

We have been developing a knowledge-based system to assist searchers. This system, EP-X

(Environmental Pollution eXpert), helps information seekers by:

1. Translating a searcher’s list of keyword phrases into a natural language topic
statement;

2. Identifying ambiguities in the intending meaning of the searcher’s entry;
3. Automatically including specific cases (e.g., DDT or malathion) in the search when

the searcher enters a general concept (e.g. pesticides);
4. Actively helping the searcher to explore a topic area in order to learn about it and to

refine her topic.
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To accomplish these functions, EP-X uses frames and hierarchically-defined semantic primitives to

represent domain knowledge and document contents (Smith, Shute, Chignell and Krawczak, 1989;
Smith, Shute, Galdes and Chignell, 1989). Figure 2 gives an example of an interaction with EP

x.

More specifically, EP-X uses a repertoire of knowledge-based search tactics to generate

suggestions for alternative topics. These suggestions can help the searcher to broaden, narrow or

re-define her topic.

EP-X, their, serves to emphasize some of the areas where information seekers need help. EP-X

also illustrates one approach to meeting these needs.

Conclusion

Our research, then, suggests that it is not enough to provide easy access to greater quantities of

information. Effective direct end-user searching will not suddenly result from simply providing
access to the full-text of documents, or from the use of multiple-window displays and improved
command languages. While these are valuable improvements, they only address some of the needs

of information seekers.

In particular, the greatest needs are likely to continue to concern the difficulties people have in

defining and expressing their topics of interest. These difficulties arise in part because many
searchers do not really have a clear idea of what they are looking for. They need to learn more
about the subject as they are searching, so that they can formulate a topic. Difficulties also arise

because of the subtleties of expressing a topic in a form that the computer can understand.

Thus, as we begin to invest in the next generation of document retrieval systems, we must be sure

we understand the real needs of information seekers. Based on this understanding, we can then

begin to assess the most cost-effective solutions. These solutions may furthermore vaiy from one

application area to another. What is clear, however, is that it is not enough to simply provide
access to greater quantities of information.
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KEYWORD LIST

Your keyword list currently consists of

the following:
BIOINDICATION

PESTICIDES

MOLLUSKS

Th~TERPRETATION

18 documents are available on the use of

mollusks as bioindicators for pesticides.

SUGGESTIONS FOR

BROAD~N1NG

104 documents are available on the use of

clams, fish, fungi, insects or mosses as

bioindicators for pesticides. Thus, you will add

86 documents to your set if you broaden

mollusks to include these other bioindicators

for pesticides.

Do you want to:

1 BROADEN your topic as suggested above

FIgure 2. Knowledge-based use of the tactic PARALLEL

(from Smith, Shute, Galdes and Chlgnefl, 1989).
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Towards Intelligent Information Retrieval:

An Overview of JR Research at U.Mass.

W.B. Croft

Computer and Information Science Department
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval (IR) has been studied for some time and quite a lot is known about

how to build systems that provide effective, efficient access to large amounts of text. There

are still, however, many unanswered questions about the fundamental nature of the text

retrieval process and the limits of performance of IR systems. Statistical JR systems are

efficient, domain-independent, and achieve reasonable levels of retrieval effectiveness, as

measured by the usual criteria of recall and precision (Van Rijsbergen, 1979; Salton and

McGill, 1983; Belkin and Croft, 1987). The major question that is being addressed by many
researchers currently is whether significantly better effectiveness can be obtained though
the use of “inteffigent” IR techniques. This covers a wide variety of techniques which can

perhaps be best described by a list of the issues that must be addressed in building an

intelligent LB. system:

Text Representation: The primary issue in an JR system is the choice of a represen

tation of text. This representation is used by the system to determine which text

passages satisfy an information need. Despite many years of experimental studies,
little is understood about the limitations of different types of representations and the

characteristics of text that determine relevance. It is known that simple represen

tations can perform surprisingly well, but we do not know whether more complex

representations, such as those produced by natural language processing techniques,
could improve performance significantly or even if it is possible to achieve significant

improvements.

Retrieval Models: A retrieval model is a formal description of the retrieval process in

a text-based system. The search strategies that are used to rank text documents

or passages in response to a particular query are based on a retrieval model. Much

research has been done on statistical retrieval models and a lot is known about effective

ranking strategies and techniques such as relevance feedback. All of these models,

however, are based on a limited view of the retrieval process and, in particular, the

types of text representation available. More complex text representations that make

use of domain knowledge will need retrieval models that emphasize inference and

evidential reasoning.

User Modeling and Interfaces: In order to perform well, a text-based system must be

able to acquire an accurate representation of a user’s information need. There is
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evidence that there are generic classes of information needs and goals, but it has

not been demonstrated that this knowledge can be combined with representations of

individual needs to improve performance. We also do not know much about the user’s

mental model of text retrieval and what we do know has rarely been used to design
and evaluate interfaces for acquiring the information need and displaying results.

Evaluation: In terms of designing a system, this may appear to be a secondary issue. In

order for our knowledge of information retrieval to progress, however, evaluation is

perhaps the most critical issue. It is essential that evaluation methodology and the test

collections that are used for experimental studies keep pace with the techniques that

they are being used to evaluate. The limitations of recall and precision are well-known

and have been described many times. It is not clear, however, that there are better

measures. Factors that need to be taken into consideration are the highly interactive

nature of the proposed text-based systems, the lack of exhaustive relevance judgments,
the complexity of the systems, and the impact of the interface on performance.

In the rest of the paper, we describe research on these topics that is underway in

the Information Retrieval Laboratory at the University of Massachusetts.

2 Representation of Text

Much of our research addresses the question of whether complex representations of text

can achieve better levels of retrieval effectiveness than simple representations. This is a

fundamental question and one that is crucial to the development of intelligent retrieval

systems. To make this issue more specific, we have to define what we mean by a complex
and a simple representation. This is not easy to do; it is, however, easy to define the

baselines for simple representations. The simplest representation of text is the text itself;
this is the basis of full text systems. Although this representation requires no effort to

produce, it is hard to design systems that can produce effective results from it. In systems
that use statistical techniques, the basic representation is produced by removing common

words and counting occurrences of word stems. This representation is combined with a word

or index term weighting scheme based on the within-document term frequency (tf) and the

collection frequency (idf). We shall refer to this representation and weighting scheme as

simple statistical. It has been difficult to show that any other representation, regardless of

its complexity, is more effective than simple statistical (Sparck Jones, 1974; Salton, 1986).
The major categories of complex representations being studied are:

• Enhanced Statistical vs. Simple Statistical: A variety of statistical techniques
are known for enhancing the simple statistical representations. The most important
techniques appear to be statistical phrases (Fagan, 1987) and statistical thesaurus

classes (Sparck Jones, 1974; Van Rijsbergen, 1979; Salton, 1986). We have devel

oped probabilistic models that make use of enhanced representations and this work is

continuing (Croft, 1983,1986).
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• Natural Language Processing (NLP) vs. No NLP: A number of attempts have

been made to incorporate some level of NLP into the process of producing a text

representation (e.g. Dillon, 1983; Fagan, 1987; Sparck Jones and Tait, 1984; Lewis,

Croft and Bhandaru, 1989). In general, these experiments have had very mixed results.

In the following section, we describe our current approaches to using NLP.

• Domain Knowledge vs. No Domain Knowledge: Domain knowledge in a text

retrieval system can take the form of a thesaurus or, in the case of a knowledge-based

system, some more sophisticated representation of the domain of discourse of the

documents. Domain knowledge is essential in a system that uses NLP to do semantic

analysis of the text (e.g. Sparck Jones and Tait, 1984; Lewis, Croft and Bhandaru,

1989), but it can also be an important part of systems that do not use NLP. Even

the controlled vocabularies used in manual indexing can be regarded as a form of

domain knowledge. Domain knowledge bases are known to be expensive to produce,
but there is very little evidence concerning the levels of performance improvement
that can be expected if they are available. We are currently beginning experiments
with knowledge-based indexing.

• Multiple Representations vs. Single Representations: There is growing evi

dence that significant effectiveness improvements can be obtained by combining the

evidence for relevance provided by multiple representations (Croft et al, 1990). All

of the representations mentioned above could potentially be combined into a single,

complex representation together with additional information such as manual indexing,

citations, and even hypertext links (Croft and Turtle, 1989). This work is described

further in the section on retrieval models.

In the following subsections, we describe this research in more detail.

2.1 Syntax-Based Representations

Past research such as that described by Fagan (1987) have reported inconclusive results

with phrases derived from using a syntactic parser on the documents and queries, despite
their desirable properties of low ambiguity and high specificity. We take the view that

much of the problem with syntactic phrases is their low frequency (most syntactic phrases
occur in few or no documents in any particular collection) and high redundancy (there are

many phrases with the same or very similar meaning). These essentially statistical problems

suggest the use of dimensionality reduction, in particular, term clustering, to improve the

representation.
Like syntactic phrases, term clustering has not been shown to provide reliable im

provements to retrieval performance (Sparck Jones, 1974). We are addressing this prob
lem by clustering relatively unambiguous phrases, rather than ambiguous words. We have

demonstrated that substantial clusters of phrases with the same meaning exist in test col

lections and this suggests that very substantial improvements of a phrasal representation

are possible.
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The low frequency and large number of terms in a syntactic phrase representation
makes the traditional similarity measure used in term clustering (co-occurrence in docu

ments) inappropriate. We are using two kinds of novel similarity information. The first is

co-occurrence in sets of documents assigned to the same manual indexing category. The

second is linguistic knowledge, such as knowledge of shared words in phrases, of morpho

logically related words in phrases, and of syntactic structures that tend to express related

meanings. We are experimenting with two cluster formation strategies using this informa

tion: nearest neighbor clustering (Willett, 1988) and a variant that incorporates linguistic
similarity.

2.2 Representations Based on Machine-Readable Dictionaries

Word sense ambiguity has been viewed as a significant problem in information retrieval

systems for some time. However, previous approaches have been handicapped by small

lexicons which often do not take adequate account of the senses a word can have. Recent

advances in theoretical and computational linguistics have led to a great deal of new research

on the role of the lexicon. At the same time, increased use of computerized typesetting tapes
have made machine-readable dictionaries much more available. These dictionaries have been

used for such purposes as: spelling correction, thesaurus construction, machine translation,
speech recognition, and lexical analysis. Relatively little work has been done, however,
with what most people would consider the principle use of dictionaries, namely as a source

of information about word senses. We propose that word senses should be used to index

documents, and that these senses be taken from a machine-readable dictionary.
Given our desire to index by word senses, how should we do so, and what dictionary

should we use? Dictionaries vary widely in the information they contain and the number

of senses they enumerate. At one extreme we have pocket dictionaries with about 30,000-

40,000 senses, and at the other the Oxford English Dictionary with over half a million

senses, and in which a single definition can go on for several pages. There are seven ma

jor dictionaries that are now available in machine-readable form: Webster’s Seventh New

Collegiate Dictionary (W7), the Merriam-Webster Pocket Dictionary (MWPD), the Oxford

English Dictionary (OED), the Collins Dictionary of English (COLL), the Oxford Advanced

Learners Dictionary (OALD), the Collins Birmingham University International Language
Database (COBUILD), and the Longman. Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE).

The dictionary we are using in our research, the Longman Dictionary of Contem

porary English (LDOCE), is a ‘learner’s dictionary’ (i.e., a dictionary which is intended

for people whose native language is not English) and has a number of useful features such

as a restricted vocabulary extensive information about word subcategorization, and many

example sentences.

Our approach to word sense disambiguation is based on treating the information

associated with the senses as multiple sources of evidence (Krovetz and Croft, 1989). We

are essentially trying to infer which sense of a given word is more likely to be correct based on

the information associated with that sense in LDOCE. Each type of information associated

with that sense will be considered as a potential source of evidence. The more consensus
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we have about a given sense, the more likely it is to be correct.

A simple approach to disambiguation has been taken by Lesk in his work with the

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (OALD). In this project, words are disambiguated
by counting the overlap between words used in the definitions of the senses. Lesk gives a

success rate of fifty to seventy percent in disambiguating the words over a small collection

of text (Lesk, 1986). More experimentation is needed to see how well this approach would

work on a larger scale. A similar approach to that used by Lesk has been used by Wilks

and his students in disambiguating the text of the definitions in LDOCE (Wilks et al,

1989). These experiments provide encouraging evidence that accurate disambiguation may
be possible.

2.3 Evaluation of Knowledge-Based Indexing

Another representation with considerable promise for improving IR performance is manual

indexing of texts with concept descriptions based on a large knowledge base. Such tech

niques assume the use of inference in comparing queries to documents (Van Rijsbergen,
1987; Croft and Turtle, 1989). However, there is very little experimental data on the po

tential effectiveness improvements that are possible. The GRANT system and associated

test collection, developed by Cohen (Cohen and Kjeldsen, 1987), provides a useful testbed

for exploring knowledge-based indexing. Past work on manual indexing in IR, along with

what is known about knowledge-based representations in machine learning, has led us to

design experiments to test the following hypotheses:
1. Initial attempts (such as GRANT) to create knowledge-based text representa

tions, especially by personnel who are not professional indexers, will lead to performance
that is no better than that of conventional manual indexing and free-text indexing.

2. The sophistication of inferences in knowledge-based text retrieval systems is, given
current Al technology, quite limited. The benefits of query-time inference can be duplicated
by the off-line use of inference to augment document representations, allowing efficient

matching functions to be used at query time. Furthermore, the techniques of probabilistic
retrieval can be used to improve the performance of these augmented representations.

3 Retrieval Models

In some recent papers (Croft et al, 1990, Croft and Turtle, 1989) a retrieval model based on

combining multiple sources of evidence has been presented, along with retrieval results that

indicate the potential for significant performance improvements. The model is based on

earlier experimental work which showed that different representations and search strategies
tend to retrieve different relevant documents, and on the 13R system (Croft and Thompson,
1987; Croft et al, 1990).

The basis of our retrieval model is viewing retrieval as a process of inference. For

example, in a database system that uses relational calculus queries, tuples are retrieved that

can be shown to satisfy the query. The inference process is even more clear in an “expert”
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database system built using PROLOG, where the objects that are retrieved are those for

which the proof of the query succeeds. The expert database approach is more general than

relational calculus because the proof of the query may involve domain knowledge in the

form of rules.

The queries in a text-based retrieval system can also be viewed as assertions about

documents in the database. It is possible, then, to think of constructing an expert database

for document retrieval that consists of assertions about the presence of concepts in particular

documents, relationships between concepts, and rules that allow us to infer the presence of

concepts and relationships. This is not very different from using a sophisticated form of

indexing together with a thesaurus of domain concepts. Deductive inference could then be

used to retrieve documents that satisfy a query.

Experimental evidence tells us, however, that this is not an effective way to build

a document retrieval system. There are a number of reasons for this. One of these is that

the relevant documents, or in other words, the documents in which the user is interested,
will be those documents that satisfy the query. That is, we are assuming that satisfying
the query implies relevance. In general this implication does not strictly hold. The main

reason for this is that the query is not accurately specified by the user. Techniques such as

relevance feedback (Salton and McGill, 1983) and query formulation assistance (Croft and

Thompson, 1987) are designed to alleviate this problem. Since the system cannot access the

definition of the information need directly, it must deal with the best possible description
of the query.

Another source of problems is the inaccuracies and omissions in the descriptions
of the documents, the domain knowledge, and the inference rules. Documents that do

not satisfy the query may still be relevant. Strict adherence to deductive inference will

result in poor performance. Instead, retrieval must be viewed as a process of plausible
inference where, for a particular document, the satisfaction of each proposition in the query

contributes to the overall plausibility of the inference. Another way of expressing this is

that there are multiple sources of evidence as to whether a document satisfies a query. The

task of the retrieval system is to quantify the evidence, combine the different sources of

evidence, and retrieve documents in order of this overall measure.

There are many ways to approach the formalization of plausible inference (Pearl,
1989, provides a good. overview). In the area of information retrieval, Van Rijsbergen has

developed a form of uncertain logic, and the probabilistic models of retrieval use a form

of plausible inference (Van Rijsbergen, 1987). There was also significant early work that

defined relevance in terms of inference (Cooper, 1971; Wilson, 1973). Another example
of this type of approach is the RUBRIC system (Tong, 1987), which uses certainty values

attached to inference rules. The approach we are pursuing is to extend the basic probabilistic
model used in JR using the network formalism developed by Pearl (1989).
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4 User Modeling

In the work on the 13R system (Croft and Thompson, 1987; Thompson and Croft, 1989),
a number of questions were raised about which form of user model improves retrieval effec

tiveness and how the knowledge in these models is acquired. Specifically, the 13R system

uses stereotypes activated by simple questions at the start of a session, and then builds

a view of the domain knowledge of individual users by interactive dialogue during query

formulation and evaluation of retrieved documents. The hypothesis is that each user may

have an individual perspective on a domain area and that they are able to describe parts of

a domain to the system. We are currently conducting a series of experiments to determine:

1. Are people able to provide descriptions of knowledge relevant to an information need.

2. Can the system make effective use of the knowledge provided by the users.

These studies have involved interesting experimental design issues dealing with evaluation

in realistic environments and the impact of interfaces on performance.
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Signature—Based Text Retrieval Methods: A Survey
Christos Faloutsos

Univ. of Maryland, College Park

and UMIACS

1. Introduction

There are numerous applications involving storage and retrieval of textual data, including: Electronic

office filing 36], 4);. computerized libraries 28], 26], 35]; automated law 16] and patent offices

17]; electronic encyclopedias 21], 12]; indexing of software components to enhance reusability 32];
searching in DNA databases 23]. Common operational characteristics in all these applications are: (a)
Text databases are traditionally large and (b) they have archival nature: deletions and updates are rare.

Text retrieval methods form the following large classes 8]: Full text scanning, inversion, and signa
ture files, which we shall focus next. Signature files constitute an inexact filter: They provide a quick test,

which discards many of the non—qualifying items. Compared to full text scanning, the signature—based
methods are much faster by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude, depending on the individual signature method.

Compared to inversion, the signature—based methods are slower, but they require a modest space over

head (typically ~ 1O%—15% 3], as opposed to 50%—300% that inversion requires 14]); also, they can

handk insertions more easily than inversion: they usually require fewer disk accesses, and they need

“append—only” operations, thus working well on Write—Once—Read—Many (WORM) optical disks, which

constitute an excellent archival medium 11], 2].
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present the basic concepts in signature files and

superimposed coding. In sections 3—6 we discuss several classes of signature methods. In section 7 we give
the conclusions.

2. Basic Concepts

Signature files typically use superimposed coding 25] to create the signature of a document. A

stop—list of common words is maintained; using hashing, every non—common word of the document yields
a “word signature”, which is a bit pattern of size F, with m bits set to “1” (see Figure 2.1). Fand m are

design parameters. The word signatures are OR—ed together to form the document signature. Searching
for a word is handled by creating the signature of the word (query signature) and by examining each

document signature for “l~~’s in those bit positions that the signature of the search word has a “1”.

To avoid having document signatures that are flooded with “l”s, long documents are divided into

“logical blocks”, that is, pieces of text that contain a constant number D of distinct, non—common words

3]. Each logical block of a document gives a block signature; block signatures are concatenated, to form

the document signature.

Word Signature

free 001 000 110 010

text 000 010 101 001

block signature 001 010 111 011

Figure 2.1. Illustration of the superimposed coding method.

D=2 words per document; F=12 bits; m=4 bits per word.

The false drop probability Fd plays an important role in signature files:

DEFINITION: Fd, is the probability that a block signature seems to qualify, given that the block does

not actually qualify (thus creating a “false drop” or “false alarm” or “false hit”). For the rest of this

This research was sponsored partially by the National Science Foundation under the grants DCR—86—16833,
LRI—8719458 and LRI—8958546.
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paper, Fd refers to single—word queries, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.

signature file

F bits pointer text

file file

o1...o1 —

N

log, blocks

1

1

0

1 — _______

Figure 2.2. File structure for SSF

The signature file is an Fx N binary matrix (called signature matrix). The value of m that

minimizes Fd for a given value of F is 1341:

F1n2=mD (2.1)

In this case, each document signature is half—full with U1 11~, conveying maximum information (entropy).

Symbol Definition

F signature size in bits

m number of bits per word

D number of distinct non—common words per document

Fd false drop probability
O~ space overhead of the signature file

The simplest signature method, the Sequential Signature File (SSF), stores the signature matrix

sequentially, row by row. Figure 2.2 illustrates the file structure used: the so—called “pointer file” stores

pointers to the beginnings of the logical blocks (or documents). SSF may be slow for large databases.

Next, we examine alternative signature methods that trade off space or insertion simplicity for speed.
Figure 2.3 shows a classification of these methods. All these methods use one or more of the following
ideas:

1. Compression. if the signature matrix is deliberately sparse, it can be compressed.

2. Vertical partitioning. Storing the signature matrix column—wise improves the response time on the

expense of insertion time.

3. Horizontal partitioning. Grouping similar signatures together and/or providing an index on the sig
nature matrix may result in better—than—linear search.

Sequential storage of the signature matrix

without compression: sequential signature files (SSF)
with compression: bit—block compression (BC and VBC)

Vertical partitioning
without compression: bit—sliced (BSSF, B’SSF), frame sliced (FSSF, GFSSF)
with compression: compressed bit slices (CBS, DCBS, NFD)

Horizontal partitioning
data independent: Gustafson’s method; Partitioned signature files

data dependent: 2—level signature files; S—trees

Figure 2.3. Classification of the signature—based methods
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3. Compression

In this section we examine a family of methods suggested in 10]. These methods create sparse

document signatures on purpose, and then compress them before storing them sequentially.

Using run—length encoding 24] to compress the sparse document signatures results in slow search

ing. The proposed Bit—block Compression (BC) method accelerates the search at the expense of

space. It divides the sparse vector into groups of consecutive bits (bit—blocks) and encodes each bit—block.

The Variable Bit—block Compression (VBC) method uses a different value for the bit—block

size ~ for each document, according to the number W of bits set to “in in the sparse vector. Thus,
documents do not need to be split into logical blocks. This simplifies and accelerates the searching, espe

cially on multi—term conjunctive queries on long documents.

Analysis in 10] shows that the best value for m is 1, when compression is used. The two methods

(BC and VBC) require less space than 5SF; thus, they are slightly faster than SSF, due to the decreased

I/O requirements. Insertions are as easy as in SSF.

4. Vertical Partitioning

The idea behind the vertical partitioning is to avoid bringing useless portions of the document sig
nature in main memory; this can be achieved by storing the signature file in a bit—sliced form 29], 9],
or in a “frame—sliced” form 22].

The Bit-Sliced Signature Files (BSSF) store the signature matrix (see Figure 3.2) in a column—

wise form. To allow insertions, F different files can be used, one per each bit position, which will be

referred to by “bit-files”. Searching for a single word requires the retrieval of m(~ 10) bit vectors,
instead of all of the P(~t~ 1000) bit vectors. Thus, the method requires significantly less I/O than SSF.

The retrieved bit vectors are subsequently ANDed together; the resulting bit vector has N bits, with n 1 u

at the positions of the qualifying logical blocks. An insertion of a new logical block requires no rewriting
— just F disk accesses, one for each bit-file.

B’SSF suggests using a value for m that is smaller than the optimal (Eq. (2.1)). Thus, the number

of random disk accesses upon searching decreases. The drawback is that the document signatures have to

be longer, to maintain the same false drop probability.

The Frame—sliced signature file (FSSF) forces each word to hash into bit positions that are

close to each other in the document signature. Then, these columns of the signature matrix are stored in

the same file and can be retrieved with few random disk accesses. Figure 4.1 gives an example for this

method. The document signature (F bits long) is divided into k frames of s consecutive bits each. Each

word in the document hashes to one of the k frames; using another hash function, the word sets m (not
necessarily distinct) bits in that frame. F,k,s,m are design parameters. The signature matrix is stored

frame—wise, using k “frame files”. Ideally, each frame file could be stored on consecutive disk blocks.

Since only one frame has to be retrieved for a single word query, as few as only one random disk access is

required. Thus, compared to BSSF, the method saves random disk accesses (which are expensive —

i8ms—200ms) at the cost of more sequential disk accesses. Insertion is much faster than BSSF since only
k(~ 20) frame files need to be appended to, instead of F(~ 1000) bit files.

Word Signature
free 000000 110010

text 010110 000000

doc. signature 010110 110010

Figure 4.1 D = 2 words, F=12 bits, k=2 frames, nt=3 bits per word.

“free” hashes into the second frame; “text” into the first one.

The Generalized Frame—Sliced Signature File (GFSSF) allows each word to hash to n� 1

frames, setting m bits in each of these frames 22]. Notice that BSSF, B’SSF, FSSF and SSF are actually
special cases of GFSSF: For k= F, n= m, GFSSF reduces to the BSSF or B’SSF method; for n= 1, it
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reduces to the FSSF method and for k=1, n= 1, it reduces to the SSF method.

Performance: We have carried out experiments 22] on a 2.8Mb database with average document

size ~ 1Kb and D=58 distinct non—common words per document. The experiments run on a SUN 3/50
with a disk, when the load was light (no other user, for most of the time). Averaged over 1000 single—
word queries, the response time (“real time”) was 420 ms for FSSF with 8=63, m 8, and 0,, = 18%,
and 480 ms for GFSSF with 8= 15, n= 3, m= 3, and 0,, = 18%. Full text scanning with UNIX’s “grep”

requires ~ 45 sec for the same queries, i.e., two order of magnitudes slower. SSF is expected to be ~ 10

timed faster than “grep”.

5. Vertical Partitioning and Compression

The idea in all the methods in this class 9] is to create a very sparse signature matrix, to store it in

a bit sliced form, and compress each bit slice by storing the position of the “1 “s in the slice. The

methods in this class are closely related to inversion with a hash table.

The Compressed Bit Slices (CBS) method tries to accelerate the BSSF method, by setting m=i.

Thus, it requires fewer disk accesses on searching. As in B’SSF, to maintain the same false drop probabil

ity, F has to be increased (to ~ 216). The easiest way to compress the resulting sparse bit file is to store

the positions of the “ii’ ‘s. Since the size of each bit file after compression is unpredictable, use of a chain

of buckets is suggested. The size B,, of a bucket is a design parameter. We also need a directory (hash
table) with F pointers, one for each bit slice. Notice that there is no need to split documents into logical
blocks any more; also, the pointer file can be eliminated: Instead of storing the position of each “in in a

(compressed) bit file, we can store a pointer to the document in the text file.

hash
level 1, or text file

ta e
“postings file”

30

F:

V

Figure 5.1

Illustration of CBS

Figure 5.1 illustrates the proposed file structure, and gives an example, assuming that the word “base”

hashes to the 30~—th position (h(”base”)=30), and that it appears in the document starting at the i145—th

byte of the text file. Notice that the method requires no re—writing. It is very similar to hash—based

inverted files, with the following differences: (a) The directory (hash table) is sparse; traditional hashing
schemes require loads of 80—90% (b) The actual word is not stored in the index. Since the hash table is

sparse, there will be few collisions. Thus, we save space and maintain a simple file structure.

The Doubly Compressed Bit Slices (DCBS) method tries to compress the sparse directory of

CBS. The idea is to use a shorter hash table, and to use a short (i byte) code to distinguish between the

synonyms. This short code is decided by using a second hashing function. The detailed file structure is in

postings
buckets

chain
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9]; the method still has the append—only property.

The No False Drops method (NFD) avoids the false drops completely without storing the actual

words in the index structure; instead, it stores a pointer which points to the first occurrence of the word

in the text file. This way each word can be completely distinguished from its synonyms, using less space:

one pointer (usually, 4 bytes) instead of the full word (a word from the dictionary is ~ 8 characters long
27]). Moreover, this approach avoids problems with variable—length records in the index. Like the previ
ous- methods, NFD requires no rewriting on insertions.

disk acccesses on suc. search vs. Ov, for BSSF, CBS, DCBS & NFD

disk

accesses

53

Figure 5.2. Total disk accesses on successful search versus space overhead.

Analytical results for the 2.8 Mb data base, with p=3 bytes per pointer.
Squares correspond to the CBS method, circles to DCBS and triangles to NFD.

Performance: In 9] an analytical model is developed for the performance of each of the above

methods. Experiments on the same database that was used in Section 4 showed that the model is accu

rate. Figure 5.2 plots the theoretical performance of the methods (search time as a function of the over

head). The final conclusion is that these methods require few disk accesses, they introduce 20—25% space

overhead and they still need append—only operations on insertion.

6. Horizontal partitioning

The motivation behind all these methods is to avoid the sequential scanning of the signature file (or
its bit—slices), to achieve better than 0(N) search time. Thus, they group the signatures into sets, parti
tioning the signature matrix horizontally. The grouping criterion can be decided before hand, in the form

of a hashing function h(S), where S is a document signature (data—independent case). Alternatively, the

groups can be determined on the fly, using a hierarchical structure (e.g., like a B—tree) (data dependent
case).

6.1. Data independent case.

Gustafson’s method 13] is best illustrated with an example 19] p. 562): Consider bibliographic
titles (records) with, say, 6 keywords (attributes) each. The method uses superimposed coding with F=16

bits and m=1 bit per keyword, to map each title into a 16—bit bit pattern. If k<6 bits are set in a

record signature, additional 6—k bits are set by some random method. Thus, there are C(16,6)= 8008

space overhead Ov (per cent)
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possible distinct record signatures (where C(m,n) denotes the combinations of m choose n items). Using a

hash table with 8008 slots, we can map each record signature uniquely to one such slot (see 119]). Notice

that the extent of the search decreases quickly (almost exponentially) with the number of terms in the

(conjunctive) query: Single word queries touch C(15,5)= 3003 slots of the hash table, two—word queries
touch C(14,4)= 1001 slots etc. Although elegant, Gustafson’s method suffers from some practical prob
lems 8], the most important being that the method can not handle documents with many keywords,
because it needs a huge hash table then.

Partitioned signature files: D. Lee and C. Leng 201 proposed a family of methods that can be

applied for longer documents. They suggested using a portion of a document signature as a key to parti
tion the signature file. For example, we can choose the first 10 bits of a signature as its key; all the signa
tures with the same key will be grouped into a so-called “module”. In this example we have 210 modules.

When searching for a word, we examine the first 10 bits of its signature and avoid searching the modules

that don’t match the key of the search word. Lee and Leng suggested additional, improved methods for

extracting keys. In their simulation experiments, they reported 15 to 85 percent speed ups over SSF,

depending on the number of bits being specified in the query signature.

8.2. Data dependent case.

Two level signature files: Sacks—Davis and his colleagues 31], 30] suggested using a two levels

of signatures. Their documents are bibliographic records of variable length. The first level of signatures
consists of document signatures that are stored sequentially, as in the SSF method. The second level con

sists of “block signatures”; each such signature corresponds to one block (group) of bibliographic records,
and is created by superimposing the signatures of all the words in this block, ignoring the record boun

daries. The second level is stored in a bit—sliced form. Each level has its own hashing functions that map

words to bit positions. Searching is performed by scanning the block signatures first, and then concen

trating on these portions of the first level signature file that seem promising. A subtle problem arises

when multi—term conjunctive queries are asked: A block may result in an unsuccessful block match,
because it may contain the desired terms, but not within the same record. The inventors propose a

variety of clever ways to minimize these block matches.

Analysis on a database with N~ iO° records (with 128 bytes per record on the average) reported

response times as low as 0.3 seconds for single word queries, when 1 record matched the query. The BSSF

method required ~ 1—5 seconds for the same situation.

S—tree. Deppisch 7] proposed a B—tree like structure to facilitate fast access to the records

(which are signatures) in a signature file. The leaf of a S—tree consists of k “similar” (i.e. with small Ham

ming distance) document signatures along with the document identifiers. The OR—ing of these k document

signatures forms the “key” of an entry in an upper level node, which serves as a directory for the leaves.

Higher—level nodes are constructed recursively, in the same way. Like a B—tree, the S—tree is kept bal

anced: when a leaf node overflows it is split in two groups of “similar” signatures; the father node is

changed appropriately to reflect the new situation. Splits may propagate upwards.

The method requires small space overhead; the response time on queries is difficult to estimate

analytically. The insertion requires a few disk accesses (proportional to the height of the tree at worst),
but the append—only property is lost. Another problem is that higher level nodes may contain keys that

have many l’s and thus become useless.

7. Discussion.

Signature files provide a space—time trade—off between the two extremes: full text scanning, which is

slow but requires no overheads, and inversion, which is fast but requires expensive insertions and needs

significant space overhead. Thus, signature—based methods have been applied in the following environ

ments:

1) Medium size databases. “Hyperties” 21], a commercial hypertext package for IBM PCs and SUNs,
uses the SSF method. Another product 18] also uses the signature approach.

2) Message filing in office automation. Several prototype systems use signatures, such as the Office Fil

ing Project (OFP) 371 at the University of Toronto, MINOS 5] at the University of Waterloo, the
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MULTOS project f6 funded by the ESPRIT project of the European Economic Community (EEC).

3) Thanks to the append—only insertion, signature—based methods can be used on WORM optical disks.

4) Signature files can easily benefit from parallelism. Stanfihl and Kahle 33] used signature files on the

Connection Machine 15].

5) As a simple and flexible access method for records and “long fields” (=text and complex objects) in

extensible DBMSs. Chang and Schek 1] use signature files in IBM’s STARBUST system.
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Information Retrieval Using Parallel Signature Files

Craig Stanfill

Thinking Machines Corporation
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1. Introduction

Over the past three years, Thinking Machines Corporation has explored the application of a parallel

computer, the Connection Machine®, to Infonnation Retrieval. The hope has been that the

Connection Machine could deliver fast responses on information retrieval algorithms previously

thought too slow for interactive access to large databases. This paper will present the results of work

to date in this area.

1.1. Document Ranking and Relevance Feedback

A database is a set of documents. Each document is represented in the database as a set of tokens,

which generally correspond to words orto word—stems. In some representations, the tokens will have

real—valued weights representing the importance of the token in representing the content of the

document; in other representations tokens are unweighted. A query is a set of tokens, each of which

has a weight representing the importance of that token in determining what is to be retrieved.

Retrieval is accomplished by a two—stage process of scoring and ranking. In the scoring phase, each

document is assigned a score according to the overlap between the document’s tokens and the tokens

in the query. The exact manner in which the score is computed will be described below. Once the

documents are scored, the documents with the highest scores will be extracted, sorted, and presented
to the user.

Queries can be produced by several methods. Typically, the user wifi start by entering a set of words

which are likely to be contained in relevant documents. The system wifi automatically determine

weights for those words, and apply the resulting query to the database. The documents that are

retrieved will be presented to the user, who will then read them and deteimine whether they are, in

fact, relevant. He will then inform the system as to his relevance judgements. The system will scan

the text ofthese documents, extract the most important words from them, and formulate a new query

which is a composite of the user’s original query and words from the relevant document. The

resulting query may contain a hundred terms or more. In this way, documents which are similar to the

relevant documents but which were not retrieved by the original manually—entered query will be

found. This retrieval method is called relevancefeedback.

These methods — document ranking and relevance feedback — have been known for nearly 20 years

]2]. However, they have not met with widespread use. The majority of the online database

Connection Machine is a registered trademark of Thinking Machines Corporation.
VAX 8800 is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Sun—4 is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems.

DowQuest is a registered trademark of Dow Jones and Company, Inc.
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industry remains dominated by a very different model, in which the user produces a boolean query,

which retrieves documents containing specific combinations of words.

The aim of the work presented in this paper has been to deliver interactive access to very large
databases using document ranking and relevance feedback, in the hope that this would remove

obstacles to their commercial application. Judged by this standard, the project has been successful.

The remainder of the paper will describe the system which has evolved over the past several years.

2. The Connection Machine

The Connection Machine model CM—2 is a massively parallel, fine grained, SLMD computer 3]. A

full description of the architecture is beyond the scope ofthis paper, but the following discussion will

characterize the architecture in sufficient detail to allow the remainder ofthe paper to be understood.

The machine consists of up to 64K (65,536) bit—serial processing elements (PE’s). Smaller

configurations having 4K, 8K, 16K, and 32K PE’s are also available.

Each PE in the Connection Machine has a local memory. The initial release ofthe CM—2 had 64K bits

per processor. The most recently introduced model (CM—2a) has 256K bits per processor. CM

memory is divided in software intofields. A field can be thought of as a vector having one element per
PE. Local computation is accomplished by performing arithmetic operations on fields (e.g. addition,

logical AND). All operations on the CM may be masked by use ofa context flag (processors for which

the context flag is 0 will ignore most operations).

The Connection Machine operates under the control ofa host computer, typical front ends include the

Sun—4® workstation and the VAX 8800® minicomputer. The user’s program runs on the host, and

has full access to the host’s scalar instruction set, I/O devices, and file system. A library of routines

provides a software interface between the CM’s parallel instruction set (PARIS) and the user

program.

The Connection Machine supports a numberofnon—local operations: operations in which datamoves

either from the PE’s to the scalar processor, or from PE to PE. The simplest of these are the

global—reduce operations. For example, the global—maximum operation takes all elements of a field,

determines the largest value, and stores the result in the host as a scalar. A second non—local operation
is SENDing data. In this operation, one field contains data, and a second field contains addresses of

processing elements. The contents of the data field are permuted according to the contents of the

address field. There are a great number of non—local operations; they will be explained as required.

3. The Signature File Implementation

3.1. Properties of Parallel Signature Files

The current CM implementation of information retrieval is based on a parallel implementation of

overlap encoding ]5]. The details of this implementation are well explained in the literature, and

will not be covered in detail here. For the moment, the following properties of signatures are salient:

1. A signature is a structure for representing sets ofwords. Words may be inserted in signatures.

Signatures may be probed for the presence of words.
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2. The representation is probabilistic. If a word is inserted in the signature, subsequent probes
for that word are guaranteed to return PRESENT. However, the algorithm sometimes returns

PRESENT for words that were never inserted.

3. The probability ofsuch errors may be kept arbitrarily low by limiting the number of words to

be inserted into each signature. For 4K—bit signatures, limiting the number of words to 120

keeps the probability of a false positive below 1E—6; this is adequate for most purposes.

4. Probing of signatures on Connection Machines is extremely fast. Assuming one signature

per processing element, each probe takes 5 microseconds. Thus, on a 64K—processor system
it is possible to perform 13 billion probes per second.

5. In practice, each processor ofthe Connection Machine is given several signatures. For a CM

with 64K—bits of memory per processor and 4K—bit signatures, 14 signatures per processor

are generally used (leaving sufficient room for scratch space). For newer models with

256K—bits per processor, 56 signatures are used.

6. The Connection Machine iterates through the signatures in each processor. Thus, with 14

signatures per processor, probes take 70 microseconds; with 56 per processor this takes 280

microseconds.

7. The use of signatures does not permit document representations in which document—terms

are weighted. This has implications in terms of which retrieval methods may be

implemented.

8. In databases for which the size ofthe documents is variable, documents must be represented

by groups of signatures. In the parallel implementation, this requires a method for combining
ofprobes to a numberof signatures. These combination operations will be discussed in some

detail below.

Signatures and documents have the following arrangement in the Connection Machine’s memory:

Processors

Memory Document A

Document B

Documents occupy contiguous groups of signatures within each processor (e.g. Document A). In

some cases documents will span processor boundaries (Document B). The first signature in each

document (indicated by heavy boxes in the diagram above) is called the head signature. In some

cases we will use the view shown above, in which the database is viewed as a 2—dimensional array of

signatures, with columns corresponding to processors and rows corresponding to memory locations

within processors. However, for most purposes it is expedient to view the database as a linear

sequence of virtual processors. The exact mechanisms which allow this to be done are beyond the
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scope of this paper. The majority of the discussion presented below will use the virtual processor

model. The ratio ofvirtual to physical processors is called the VP ratio, and is denoted by the symbol
V.

Virtual Processors

I I I I I I ~ I I

3.2. The Document Scoring Algorithm

A query consists of a set of words with associated weights. The basic retrieval algorithm scores each

document by summing the weights of the query—words which it contains, then presents the user with

those documents having the highest scores.

The first step is for each virtual processor to allocate a field to contain its document’s score, and

initialize it to 0. The score field is valid for virtual processors containing head signatures; other

processors ignore its value. The algorithm then proceeds to iterate through the terms in the query.

First, each processing element will probe its signature for the query tenn. The next step is to OR

together these result bits for all the segments in a document. A single non—local operation called a

segmented OR—scan is used to perform this operation:

Document 1 Document 2 Document 3

Signature

Separator
Probe

SCAN
~i

1

Those virtual processors for which the result ofthe SCAN is 1 will then add the term’s weight to their

score field.

This scoring method requires one PROBE, one SCAN, and one ADD for each query term. The total

time for these operations is 20 microseconds times the virtual processing ratio.

If there are Q terms in the query, then the above operation must be performed Q times. Once this has

been done, each of the head processors will contain the total score for a complete document.

3.3. The Document Ranking Algorithm

It is now necessary to rank the documents. The first step is to append the score and an identifier forthe

document. Ifdocument 1 has a score of 3, the token 3,1 will result. Non-head processors will receive

0. Ignoring the virtual processing model and viewing the CM as a 2—dimensional array ofprocessors,

the following data structure has been prepared:
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3,1 0 30,5 0 30,9

0 6,3 0 5,7 0

0 18,4 0 0 0

4,2 0 17,6 0 17,10

0 0 0 8,8 0

The first step in ranking the documents is to find the largest value in each row. This requires that the

global maximum operation be repetitively applied. The largest values axe stored in an array on the

host processor. This yields the following situation:

3,1 0 30,5 0 30,9

0 6,3 0 5,7 0

0 18,4 0 0 0

4,2 0 17,6 0 17,10

0 0 0 8,8 0

The front end scans this array to find the largest token (in this case, 30,9). Once this is done, the CM

memory location having that token is O’ed out, and the MAX for that row is re—computed:

3,1 0 30,5 0 0

0 6,3 0 5,7 0

0 18,4 0 0 0

4,2 0 17,6 0 17,10

0 0 0 8,8 0

3.4. Performance

The following parameters affecting performance have thus far been introduced:

Virtual Processing Ratio

Number of query terms

Number of documents to be retrieved.

The scoring phase takes time Q * V * 20E-6. The ranking phase takes time (D + V-i) * 600E—6.

Some representative query times are shown below (times are in seconds):

V D Time

20 .022

20 .056

MAX

30,9

6,3

18,4

17,10

8,8

MAX

30,5

6,3

18,4

17,10

8,8

This step is repeated once for every document to be presented to the user. If V is the VP ratio and D is

the number ofdocuments to be presented, then (V + D -1) global maximum operations are required.
Each global—maximum operation takes 600 microseconds.

V

Q
D

Q
10

10

14

56
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100 14 20 .047

100 56 20 .157

The size of database which may be represented by a memory—resident signature ifie is governed by:
1) the number of document—tenns stored in each signature; 2) the total number of signatures in the

machine; and 3) the number of document—tenns which result from processing 1 MB of raw text. As

noted above, a 4K—bit signature comfortably holds 120 document terms. Assuming 56 signatures per
processor and a 64K—processor machine, one gets a capacity of440 million document terms. On the

databases for which the Connection Machine has been used, there are generally about 80,000

document terms in a megabyte of text (after stop—words such as the and it have been removed). This

yields a total capacity of 5500 megabytes of raw text.

In summary, a 64K processor Connection Machine model CM—2a can store signatures for a 5.5

Gigabyte database, and apply a 100—term query to it in .157 second. It can apply a 10-term query in

.056 second.

4. Responses to Questions

Since the original publication of the parallel signature algorithm, two papers have questioned its

usefulness. The first, due to Stone, criticized an early proposal to use a high—speed disk system to

support sequential searches of databases too large to fit into the Connection Machine’s memory. The

second, due to Salton, asserted that 1) the CM was no faster than a SUN—3 using inverted indexes; 2)
even if it was, there was no need for such fast response times; and 3) the signature algorithm was

fatally flawed in that it did not support document—term weighting.

Before responding to these in detail, it is important to understand the difference between what was

described in the original paper and what has been presented above. When this work was first

published in CACM, only the Connection Machine model CM—i was available. This machine had

4K bits per processor, in contrast to the current 256K—bits. The CM—2 has a somewhat faster clock,

but in most other respects is similar to the CM—i.

The problem with the CM—i in this application was that, in spite of its high performance, it had a small

memory capacity and was thus unable to hold a database of a realistic size in—memory. In practice, it

was only possible to fit 31K—bit signatures in memory. A 1K—bit signature holds 30 documentterms.
Results were reported for a i6K—processor machine. Repeating the computations outhned above,

this gives a capacity of 1.5 million document—terms, corresponding to a full—text database of

approximately i9 megabytes.

In order to extend the size of the database, it was proposed to repeatedly load the contents ofmemory
from a high—performance disk array and execute queries against each memory—load in turn. tone6]

pointed out that such a system, when applied to queries with less than several thousand terms, did

much more I/O than a conventional system based on inverted indexes. He did not offer any criticism

of the in—memory performance of the system. In practice, the need for the disk—based system has

been obviated by the availability of larger main memories.

Salton went further, claiming that inverted index algorithms on serial machines were generally
superior to the parallel signature algorithm 7].
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His first claim was that the parallel signature algorithm is no faster than the well known serial inverted

index algorithm when the database is memory—resident. He offered as evidence a computation
claiming that a 3.5 MIP Sun—3, evaluating a query with 200 terms against a database with 16,000

documents could process a query in 40 milliseconds, which is the same time as was quoted in 4] for a

16K—processor Connection Machine running against a 20 megabyte database. This argument is,

however, weak in that it pits a theoretical computation based on a theoretical database against a real

computation on a real database. Additionally, it includes only the time to score documents, omitting
time required to rank them. Finally, whatever this result may have said about the CM—i, it is at this

time obsolete as the CM—2 is a much more capable machine.

Running a real query against a real database, it was found that a Sun—4 could evaluate a 100—term

query against a 13 Megabyte database in an average of .037 econds8]. By way of comparison, the

most recent version of the CM—2 can execute a 100—term query against a 5.5 Gigabyte database in

.147 seconds, which amounts to a 100—fold advantage in performance.

Salton’s second claim was that the parallel signature algorithm’s performance was simply not needed
for retrieval. For databases small enough to fit into the memory of the CM—i, this is perhaps true; a

serial machine can deliver adequate performance on 10 Megabytes of data. The performance of

parallel algorithm is, however, needed for large databases. If the serial algorithm takes .037 seconds

on a 13 Megabyte database, then it wifi take 16 seconds on a 5.5 gigabyte database (compared with

.157 seconds using the parallel algorithm). Given the choice ofsub—second response and 16—second

response, most users will choose the former. A further advantage ofthe sub—second response speed is

that, rather than servicing 4 requests per minute, the system wifi be able to handle over 6 per second.

Thus, the higher performance of the parallel algorithm translates both into faster response against

large databases and into higher throughput.

Salton’s final claim is that, because the signature algorithm prevents the use of document—term

weighting, it will deliver much less effective searches than implementations that support

document—term weighs. While it is true that document—term weighting is desirable, it is clear that the

query—term weighting supported by the signature algorithm is superior to the boolean queries which

are still the basis of most commercial retrieval ystems9].

5. Summary and Conclusions

In summary, the following can be safely said about the parallel signature algorithm:

1. For databases which fit in main memory, the parallel signature algorithm is much faster than

the serial inverted index algorithm.

2. There is no acceptable method for extending the algorithm to secondary storage.

3. Parallel signatures do not support document—term weighting. The result is that they offer

somewhat lower search effectiveness than methods that do support document term

weighting, but higher search effectiveness than implementations which support only
boolean queries.

In June 1989, Dow Jones Inc. introduced a full text retrieval service, called DowQuest®, based on the

algorithms described above. Their system includes a 32K—processor CM—2 with 64K—bits of
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memoiy per processor, holding a total ofapproximately 800MB of data. Data from a large numberof

publications, such as the Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post, is included in this database.

The user interface supports both user—supplied quenes and relevance feedback. This system has

attracted wide attention in the online database industry; its progress should be carefully watched over
the next several years to see how users react to document ranking and relevance feedback.

- Nevertheless, the limitations of the signature ifie algorithm noted above do exist. Recent work has

focused on the development of parallel inverted index algorithms. Such algorithms should give
excellent performance on disk—resident databases up to 1000 GB, while supporting the full

document—term weighting model. Preliminary results ate ncouraging 10]; within a few years this

family of algorithms should support a full range of information retrieval methods on the largest
databases cuffently in existence.
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The partitioned finite state automaton (PFSA) was proposed ten years ago as a new way

of Implementing a hardware-based pattern matcher for text Information retrieval systems. The

pattern matcher was part of a special-purpose search processor to be attached to each disk of

a large Information retrieval system. Since then, there have been dramatic changes In

microprocessor, memory, and disk technologies. After an overview of the experiences

Implementing and evaluating the PFSA searcher, the applicability of special purpose hardware

for text searching In the future Is discussed.

Introduction

Over a decade ago, I proposed a special-purpose processor attached to a disk drive to

improve the performance of a text Information retrieval system. The proposed searcher differed

from others that had been discussed at that time In a number of Important ways. Because the

searcher was to be used with very large databases, contained on a hundred or more disk

drives, much of the speedup over a conventional computer or other hardware-based searchers

would come from the natural parallelism that results from having a searcher attached to each

disk drive. This, of course, means that the cost of the searcher should not be substantially
more than the cost of the disk.

As part of the research into the searcher design, Roger Haskin developed a new

technique for Implementing a finite state character recognizer. The partitioned finite state

automaton (PFSA) was based on dividing the state table that describes the terms to be matched

into groups of compatible states. Two states are compatible If there is no possible input

sequence that would cause them to be active at the same time, so that a circuit corresponding
to a partition need do only one comparison for each input character from the disk. This, and

its modest memory requirements, made the PFSA particularly attractive for Implementation as

a custom Integrated circuit. PFSA operation has been detailed In an article by Haskin and

Hollaar1 and a United States Patent2.

At the time the searcher was proposed, microprocessors were Just becoming available,

and certainly weren’t fast enough to keep up with a disk drive when doing a search with many

terms. In fact, high-end mainframes were not fast enough, searching at the rate of only about

100,000 characters per second3. The PFSA gave the necessary speed.

Memory size was also a consideration. While workstations with eight megabytes of

memory or more are now commonplace, ten years ago 16 kiloblt dynamic RAMs were just

becoming widely used. The high cost of memory not only Influenced the design of the PFSA

matcher (which avoids a large state table memory) but resulted In a design that searched the

data as soon as It was read from the disk drive, eliminating the need for memory to hold the

document being searched. This required a search technique that did not require going back to

a previous character In the document when a mismatch was detected.

The proposed searcher was designed to be part of a retrieval system that also used a

surrogate of a document (a partially-Inverted file, although other techniques are possible) as an
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Initial filter to determine the documents to be searched. Other searchers at that time had been

designed to scan the entire database4’ ~, so that a search would take minutes for each disk of

the database. If a reasonable percentage of the documents can be eliminated through the

surrogate, the resulting search can be done In a few seconds. This meant that In many cases it

Is not necessary to batch a number of queries to give a reasonable response time, simplifying
the control of the searcher, but made its performance more sensitive to the seek time of the

disk.

Because each search engine was a self-contained unit with its own disk, it did not

impact the host computer’s I/O and memory systems. Lower cost disks, controllers, and

memory could be used since they were all dedicated to searching, not supporung an operating

system and other programs. This both lowered the cost of the system and improved Its

efficiency. Other search processors had been designed to search as rapidly as possible,

requiring elaborate (and expensive) parallel transfer disk systems to match their character

comparison rate4.

The Prototype Implementation

A prototype of the search engine has been operational sInce 1985. It Is based on a 190

megabyte ST-506-type disk drive. The entire search engine, including disk controller, search

controller, query resolver, and PFSA character matchers fits on a single printed circuit card

approximately 10 inches by 11 inches In size. It Is packaged in a 5-1/4 inch high rack-mount

chassis, connects to its host processor using a GPIB network, and uses less than 100 watts.

The circuit card contains 78 integrated circuits. An Intel 80186 microprocessor, used to

control the searcher and for query resolution, uses 21 Integrated circuits, primarily bus drivers

and memory (256 KBytes of static RAM and 16 KBytes of EPROM, the latter holding bootstrap
code, device support routines, and a low-level debugger). Test points are provided for attaching
a logic analyzer to monitor microprocessor bus transactions. An additional 9 integrated
circuits are used for the disk controller and Interface, and 9 more circuits for the GPIB host

interface and a serial diagnostic port.

The PFSA Matcher

The remaIning 39 integrated circuits are used to implement the PFSA matcher. The

prototype unit contains eight character matchers, each on a separate IC. The remaining

Integrated circuits are used for the matcher data paths (13 packages) and timing and control of

the matcher (18 551 circuits). Each character matcher contains a 64 state transition memory

(16 bits per state), 16 states with forking extensions (14 bits per extension), and a startup table

handling six bit characters (11 bits per character). The total memory requirement for each

character matcher Is 1,952 bits. This gives a total of 512 states, or approximately 75 normal

search terms. The character matcher is implemented usIng 4 micron NMOS, although the

memory Is actually designed on a 6 micron pitch because it was first designed before a 4

micron process was available to us. Most of the area of the chip is taken up by the memory,

memory address decoders, input/output pads, and busses. Less than 10 percent of the area

consists of random logic.

To save memory (primarily In the startup table, but also In the comparand field of the

transition table), the character matchers work with six-bit input characters. Since the data is

stored on the disk in eight-bit ASCII, a mapping RAM converts each disk character to a six-bit

character before it Is presented to the PFSA. This mapping also gives the same representation

to upper- and lower-case letters, If the search Is to be case insensitive, or maps the two cases

into six-bit characters differing In the high-order bit. A control flag in the transition table state

determines whether this case bit should be considered In the comparison, allowing case

sensitivity on a character- I by-character basis.
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The use of six-bit characters, saving over a factor of two In the CM memory requirements
and allowing it to fit In a 40 pin package, proved to be a good decision, but one that constantly
requires justification. Because the mapping function from disk characters to PFSA Input Is set

based on each queiy, it permits 60 dIstinct Interesting characters. The remaining four

character patterns represent non-Interesting alphabetic, numeric, and punctuation characters,

as well as a word delimiter. With case insensitivity being the default, there has never been a

time when a query was close to using the full 64 possible Input characters.

Query Resolution

While the PFSA Is capable of recognizing regular expressions, it is difficult to represent
some common query forms as regular expressions. A good example of this Is a query that

specifies that five different terms must occur In the same paragraph, In any order. Rather than

transform queries like this Into regular expressions, the pattern matching process is divided

Into two parts. The first, performed by the PFSA, is the recognition of the individual terms of

the pattern. The second combines the PFSA results Indicating that particular terms have been

detected to determine If the pattern has been matched. Because this latter processing is

required only when a term has been found, its realtime requirements are considerably less

than that of comparing characters from the disk, and it can be handled by a microprocessor.

The PFSA matcher uses the microprocessor DMA capabilities to write a sixteen entry

describing a term match Into the microprocessor memory. The entry contains three bits

Indicating which of the eight character matchers found the match, five bits Indicating the

transition table address (the low-order bit Is dropped so that everything fits In a single
microprocessor word), and an eight bit counter value Indicating the word within the document

where the match was found. It is possible for two search terms to match at the same point In

the search, with the CM number reported being the lowest CM with a match, and the address

the OR of all the state addresses with a match. Careful assignment assures that this

composite term match report Is distinct from any single term report.

The document word counter Included In the hit entry comes from a counter that Is

advanced whenever a word delimiter Is detected. This Is based on a bit that comes from the

mapping RAM, Indicating that the current character Is a delimiter. The counter logic advances

only after all delimiters following a word have been seen. Whenever the eight bit counter

overflows, a special hit entry Is written. This Is used to Increment a software counter In the

query resolution code, so an arbitrary length counter can be formed.

In effect, the PFSA term matcher converts a document Into a list of entries that are a

shorthand description of the document as It pertains to the query. The query resolution

program can then process thIs greatly reduced information according to whatever scheme Is

desired. The prototype Implementation uses an enhanced Boolean query language, with

contexts and word location proximity, although weighted term document scoring or other

techniques could easily be Implemented. The query resolution Is done on the microprocessor,
and Is a small C subroutine to the search control program. The search programs are written

and debugged on a workstation, using a simulator and a conventional window-oriented

debugger.

Prototype Performance

The search speed is determined by the slowest component, with other parts of the

searcher balanced to that speed.’ In the case of the prototype searcher, the NMOS searchers

operated with a 1400 ns cycle time (an Implementation using more current CMOS technology
and a better memory design would operate considerably faster, say with a 100 ns cycle time),

which was a good match to a 5 megabIt per second (1600 ns per character) ST-506-type disk

drive and the worst-case DMA speed an 8 MHz Intel 80186 microprocessor. The reading of

data from the disk and mapping to six bit characters Is pipeilned with the matching of the
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previous disk character. No part of the system costs more than necessary, because Its speed Is

matched to all other components.

Its performance on small documents and simple queries Is about 2 to 3 times that of a

68020-based workstation: that Increases to 100 times for larger documents (so that the

overhead for positioning to the next document and starting its processing is smaller compared
to the search times) or queries with many terms since, unlike the program on the workstation,

the search time Is Independent of the number of search terms. In particular, search of 628

doc~iments for a two word phrase takes over 90 seconds on a 25 MHz Apollo workstation, and

34 seconds on the prototype searcher. For a search of 7 documents for a quety with 25 terms.

the Apollo takes about 23 seconds and the searcher under three seconds.

Future Directions

Based on the experiences with the prototype PFSA searcher, how would I implement a

text searcher given today’s faster processors, larger and faster disks, and lower-cost memory?
Disk drives holding over 700 MBytes of data now cost under $2000. a change in cost per bit of

about 50 from ten years ago. One megabit dynamic RAM costs under $10, and 4 megabit RAM

is now available. A RISC microprocessor costing under $10,000 runs at 12 MIPS, faster than

large mainframes of a decade ago.

Need For Searching
The rational for needing a special search engine Is that a conventional processor cannot

do the job. For searching large databases, this Is still the case and will continue to be true In

the future. If a large database resides on a number of disk drives, It will still be faster and

more efficient not to bring the raw Information from the disk into a central processor, but

Instead search it with a processor closer to the disk. In this way, the search time will remain

the same as the database size increases, since each search processor will continue to handle a

single disk.

However, because of the slow searching speeds for a central processor, most commercial

information retrieval systems use some sort of inverted file index rather than actually

searching the documents. The argument In the past against inverted ifies was that they

substantially Increase the storage requirements of a database. The index may take more disks

than the database ItselL but this may be less of a concern with lower-cost disk drives. This

means that to be competitive, the cost of searching must be comparable to the cost of a disk

drive. This was one of the design goals for the original searcher, and obviously remains one in

the future.

However, there are a number of problems associated with Inverted ifies or other

document surrogates besides their storage requirements. In most cases Information is

discarded to reduce the size of the surrogate. For inverted files, commonly-occurring words are

generally not included In the Index. This means that a search for a phrase like “changing of

the guard” really finds anything that has “changing’, any two words, and “guard’. The phrase
‘To be or not to be. that is the question” matches any document containing the word

“question”, since all other words in the phrase are discarded. A sImilar problem exists for

superimposed code words, where the combining of the codes for two words makes it seems like

another word is present when it is not.

Our experience Is that these artifacts of the use of a surrogate confuse a user because It

is not clear why a document that doesn’t match the query was retrieved. Time Is spent trying
to understand an Irrelevant document, perhaps more time than would be spent reviewing a

relevant one. But even If this were not the case, there are other problems associated with the

use of a surrogate for locating documents. Time must be spent building and maintaining the

surrogate, a non-trivial amount of time for very large databases. Also, a document is not

retrievable until it has been entered into the surrogate data structure.
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Searching Alone Is Not The Answer

II there are problems with the use of a surrogate, there are probably more problems not

using some technique to reduce the amount of data that must be searched. If an initial filter Is

not used to limit the search, then the time necessaiy to complete a user’s query Is the time it

takes to read all the data from a disk drive. While this obviously varies with the type of disk.

for most low-cost, high-capacity disks It Is about five minutes. This Is far to long for an

Interactive system, and complicates the search control by requiring that a number of different

user queries must be combined In a batch to give reasonable performance.

One solution to this problem Is to make the search go faster by using higher
performance disks, but this substantially Increases the system cost because of the low

production volumes for such disks. Furthermore, the speedup Is on the order of 10, while a

factor of 100 is desirable for an interactive system.

A more reasonable solution is to combine the attributes of using a surrogate and

searching to overcome the difficulties with each approach. An Inexact surrogate can be used to

eliminate documents that have no hope of matching a query. Superimposed codewords will

provide a list of documents that is a superset of the documents containing the search terms; If

the term doesn’t really occur in the document, but is an artifact of the superimposed codeword

scheme, It will be eliminated by the search. A fully Inverted file, where every term is indexed

with its location within a document Is not necessary; phrases, contexts, and word location

proximities can be handled by the following search.

The partial Inverted file that we have used adds less than 20 percent to the size of the

database. Two lists of documents are returned by the surrogate operation: documents that

match the query and documents that need further searching (a “maybe” list). For example, If

the query were to find documents containing “beagle or basset hound” and no phrases were

Indexed, the first list would contain those documents that have the word “beagle” and the

maybe list would be those documents that have “basset” and “hound” but not “beagle”.
Including common phrases In the Index increases Its performance with only a slight
performance and storage penalty. Moreover, It is not necessary to Index a document before it

Is available. As long as the number of unindexed documents remains low relative to an

average search, they can simply be added to the maybe list for every search, making them

available as soon as the text is loaded.

Seek and Search Mode

When a surrogate is used to reduce the number of documents to be searched, the search

goes from a scan to a seek and search mode. This changes the critical disk parameter from Its

transfer rate to its seek time relative to document transfer time. To see why this Is so, consider

an ESDI drive like the Maxtor Xr-8760, where the seek time and rotational latency to position
to the start of a document is about 20 millIseconds. It takes another 25 msec to read 35,000

characters (the size of the average United States Patent) off two tracks, for a total of 45 insec.

A disk drive with the same seek characteristics, but which could read the data In zero time,

would be only 2.25 times faster. For smaller documents (say, those that fit on a single track).

If It takes 25 millIseconds to reach the start of a document (8 ms average latency, 17 ms

average seek), the effective transfer rate Is 590 KBytes per second, a little over 30 percent of the

nominal transfer rate of 1,875 KBytes per second.

Just as parallel transfer drives are not particularly effective In a seek and search mode,

optical drives with their high seek times are even more devastating to search performance. If

the seek time In the small document example above were changed to a 150 ms positioning time

(typical of today’s optical disks), the effective transfer rate Is only 148 Kl3ytes per second, less

than 8 percent of the nominal transfer rate.
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Substantial Improvements can be made by selecting an appropriate ifie system. A

randomly organized ifie system, where blocks are placed In any convenient free location on the

disk and a pointer (either In the previous block or In a master block) Is used to locate the next

data block (such as used In most file systems) is convenient for a timesharing system, where

ifies come and go. However, using our example ESDI disk drive, If we have to do an average
seek before reading a 512 byte block, we will have an effective transfer rate of only 20 KBytes

per second. The use of a large blocksize Improves this, at the expense of higher unusable disk

capacity due to Internal fragmentation.

The use of a contiguous file system, where each document Is stored in consecutive disk

blocks, substantially Improves disk performance. In one disk revolution after positioning.
almost 50 blocks can be read, rather than Just one. Since the documents are seldom removed

(or expanded) after they are loaded into an archival text database, the problems of file

reorganization and lost disk space are minimal.

Two other Improvements to the ifie system can also substantially Improve the effective

transfer rate by reducing the number of seeks necessary to access a document. The first Is to

use an array, rather than a conventional directory. to store the location Information for the

documents. Since documents are generally accessed by some code number, rather than by a

mnemonic name, the code number can be used to directly compute the location on the disk of

the proper directory entry, rather than having to search all the directory blocks (and the

directories would be large for a large database). The second Improvement Is to look up the

directory information for a number of files at the same time, so the directory does not have to

be accessed for every file. Getting the directory Information for 100 documents at the same

time can double the performance of the ifie system (and the search) for track-sized documents.

Processor Speed Requirements
If commodity disk drives are used to keep costs low, rather than special drives like those

with parallel reads, the disk will determine the speed of the searcher. There are two possible

options: match the term comparator to the nominal transfer rate of the disk, or match It to the

effective transfer rate. In either case, the same performance will result, since it is based on

how many characters come from the disk In a unit of time. Matching to the effective transfer

rate permits a lower comparator speed at the expense of buffer memory. How much lower

depends on the seek characteristics for the typical or worst-case queries. Matching to the

nominal transfer rate was used for the prototype PFSA Implementation, because of the

(formerly) high cost of memory for buffers and to avoid determining what the seek

characteristics were.

While It was clear a decade ago that available microprocessors could not keep up with

the disk for a multi-term match, Is It still true today? Looking at the Inner loop for the various

grep programs. egrep appears to have the tightest loop for complex multi-term searches. On a

Sun SPARC. an optimized version takes 10 instructions and 13 cycles. This means that the

Inner loop searching rate for a 25 MHz SPARCstation-i Is about 1.92 MBytes per second,

approximately the nominal disk rate of 1.875 MBytes per second for a 15 MHz drive. A 40 MHz

SPARC will run at over 3 MBytes per second.

Obviously, though, the processor must do more than handle the Inner loop of the term

matching. It must also do ifie control, query compilation, and query resolution. On a test

database of 7 documents totalling about 220.000 characters (and with the files buffered in

memory), for a SPARCstation-i egrep processed 550 KBytes per second when searching for a

single term, and 250 KBytes per second for a fifteen term search. So, while a current

microprocessor can keep up with the disk In Its inner loop, when all aspects of the search are

considered, It Is still not fast enough.
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But even as microprocessors become faster, they may stifi not be a good choice for handling
the basic term matching operation. To achieve a high MIPS rate, the program for the

microprocessor must be stored In a high speed memory. For a 25 MHz machine, it must have

a cycle time of less than 40 ns. This often means the use of a cache memory, although for

small programs a fast SHAM could be used. Such a microprocessor and memory can cost over

$500 for parts alone.

11 we look at the Inner loop for egrep, we find that it Implements a finite state recognizer,
using two arrays. The first one Is Indexed by the current state and the Input character and

gives the next state. The second Indicates whether a match has been found. For 256 states

(about 32 nominal search terms), a sImll2r FSA can be implemented using 964 Kblt RAMs and

an eight bit holding register, for a cost of about $30. A few more gates will allow the state table

to be loaded via DMA or as addressable memory by the microprocessor. Such an Inexpensive
matcher would substantially Increase the performance of the system, allowing the

microprocessor to concentrate on tasks difficult to Implement in hardwlred logic, such as query

compilation, disk control, or query resolution. A lower priced microprocessor (say, a 286 which

costs about $25) and slower memory can be used for these tasks, further lowering the searcher

costs.

For a system handling more terms (say, 300 terms to accommodate large searches

generated by a thesaurus), about 2400 states would be necessary. For a system of this size,

techniques that result In a smaller memory requirement for the state table, such as the PFSA

or mapping the eight-bit characters from the disk to six bits, will continue to be useful to lower

the implementation cost of the hardware-based term comparator. Search processors attached

to each disk drive of the database, operating in parallel, used in conjunction with an index or

other document surrogate to reduce the required search, continue to be a cost-effective, high-
performance means of Implementing a very large text database. Special purpose logic allows

the use of more reasonably priced microprocessors and memories, rather than using a very fast

processorJust to perform a simple match at disk speeds.
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Introduction

Libraries, considered by many to be among the earliest data management organizations, have vast data

requirements. Their “data” is language based and inherently complex; it encompasses the world’s knowl

edge and library users are potentially the population of the world. Thus, the data and processing require
ments for the library environment are paiticularly challenging.

OCLC the Online Computer Library Center was founded in 1967 to meet one aspect of the library’s
needs--the need to catalog books. Every library must create a cataloging record for each and every item

that it acquires. The state of the art prior to OCLC was to individually catalog each item as it was received

by a library. This is an expensive, labor intensive, and intellectually challenging task. OCLC brought into

existence the concept of shared cataloging. The idea is simple: a book is cataloged only once and entered

into OCLC’s database. Each succeeding library that acquires this same item looks up the record from the

database and uses that record with the addition of its local information. This greatly reduces the cost and

significantly increases both the speed and the accuracy of the catalog that they create.

OCLC’s system came online in 1971 and was available only to the member libraries within the state of

Ohio. Today OCLC’s database has over 20 million records and is used across the United States and in 26

other countries. The OCLC system has over 10,000 member libraries and processes about 80 transactions

every second. Each transaction may search, edit, update, or delete an entity from the database. These activ

ities occur over OCLC’s dedicated telecommunications network or via several dial access mechanisms.

The database is used by librarians as a means of cataloging the materials acquired for their library.
However, a database of this magnitude has obvious value well beyond the cataloging process. In fact, the

demand for reference use, by library staff and patrons, has just resulted in the creation of OCLC’s EPIC

Service. This will give full subject access to the database to answer patron questions and for direct patron
use wherever reasonable.

The OCLC Office of Research

The libraries of the world are primarily service organizations with tremendous research needs but very
few research opportunities or facilities. The creation of OCLC leveraged the resources from these institu

tions and enabled the establishment of a research group that would focus on the needs of libraries and par

ticularly on problems in evolving systems to manage library information resources.

OCLC research is focused on discovering practical solutions to the challenges that face the producers,
providers, and users of the world’s information. From published research findings to prototype systems,
OCLC research finds its fruition in the products and services used by librarians, information professionals,
and information users. An overview of its current research emphasis is provided in Figure 1. The block of

activities to the left in the figure focus on document analysis and database creation; the central block ex

plore innovative database reorganization and retrieval activities; over on the right, the primary focus is on

interface problems. Although all projects deal at least tangentially with document retrieval, Projects
ADAPT, DIADEM, Mercury and CORE are of particular interest.

Overview of Projects

AUTOMATED DOCUMENT PROCESSING

Project ADAPT

Despite the increasing availability of information in machine readable form, the bulk of the world’s

knowledge remains recorded on paper. Conversion of this material to digital form is a high priority for the
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next decade. At present, conversion requires either re-keying or optical character recognition (OCR) of

scanned bit images. Because of the relatively high error rates in OCR, which require human operators to

correct, both approaches are costly. Project ADAPT (Automated Document Architecture Processing and

Tagging) is conducting research into automating the conversion of paper documents into electronic form
for use in advanced information systeps. Its focus is on both improving the results of OCR and on analyz
ing the structure of the resulting texts.

Project ADAPT prototypes techniques to increase the efficiency of OCR conversion and to structure

the resulting information in a form useful for information retrieval and display systems.

The approach to the problem is organized into three phases:
1. Image preprocessing
2. Optical character recognition
3. Postprocessing and tagging of semantic, syntactic, and document layout information

Figure 2 sketches these phases. The first phase involves the preprocessing of the document as an image
in order to automatically distinguish among text objects, graphic objects of various types, and extraneous

noise. OCR performance benefits from separation of these object classes. Graphic objects can then be pro
cessed and tagged by appropriate subsystems for subsequent linking to appropriate text passages.

OCR processing of text images results in ASCII text and associated attributes and layout information

(e.g., location of the text on the page, information about font size). This information provides a basis for

further processing and tagging of text.

Postpmcessing of text spans a wide range of potentially useful activities. At the simplest level, applica
tion of spelling checkers optimized to understand the error patterns of OCR technology will result in im

proved OCR conversion. More advanced syntactic analysis is likely to result in further improvement of

imperfect OCR output.

Even perfect OCR conversion (an unlikely result) does not provide a machine-readable database of op
timal usefulness. Identification and descriptive tagging of bibliographic elements (e.g., title, author, pub
lishing agent) and document structures (i.e., abstracts, text, graphs, tables, and the like) are needed to

enhance access to these elemnts and facilitate handling in electronic information systems.

Project ADAPT will also explore the application of rule-based systems to automatically add SGML

(Standard Generalized Markup Language) tagging to OCR-converted documents. SGML is becoming the

de facto standard for the descriptive markup of documents. It is anticipated that retrieval will be enhanced

by such markup, but an additional benefit is the ability to use descriptive markup for driving display devic

es.

The goal of completely automated document conversion and markup is tantalizing but unrealistic.

Nonetheless, the economic value of certain documents is such that conversion with human intervention is

now justified; facilitating this conversion by partial automation will bring more difficult document collec

tions into the range of economic conversion. Incremental advances in these techniques will gradually push
the boundary of economic conversion into new areas. The goal of Project ADAFF is to build a framework

for exploring and implementing such advances.

Neural Nets

One aspect of the ADAPT process is distinguishing in the scanned page between text proper and other

objects on the page such as graphic~, tables or images. The process is called segmentation and is described

by Wong, Casey, and Wall (1982). In a controlled experiment using images of catalog cards, the ADAPT

group evaluated neural net technology as a means of differentiating between text and noise in the images.
Two classification techniques were compared, both using 14 features extracted from the original card im

age. In the first, a classificat~on tree is built using the Classification and Regression Trees (CART) tech

nique (Brelinan et al. 1984). To classify an object, the classification tree examines one feature at a time

and either classifies the object as noise or text or chooses another feature to look at. Eventually the object
falls into one of the two categories.

The second classification technique uses a back-propagation neural network that learns to classify the

objects by repetitive exposure to a training set. Back-propagation refers to a learning rule that specifies
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how c2nnection weight information is propagated throughout the network (Rumeihart and McClelland

1986). The network configuration consisted of 14 input nodes (one for each of the 14 statistical features of
the document image blocks), 29 hidden nodes, and a single output node indicating whether the block was a

text item or extraneous noise. The results indicated in Figure 3 required 1,750 training passes during which
the network was exposed to 1,808 text objects a~d 2,176 noise objects. ibtal misclassification error was

2.3% for CART and 2.1% for the neural network.

Graph-Text

The end product of the ADAP’l’ process is best exemplified by the attributes of the Graph-Text System,
the output of an earlier project at OCLC. The Graph-Text project goal was to develop a useful, complete
and inexpensive system to deliver technical articles and reference works to both working scientists and

general library users.

Early in the project, in work with the American Chemical Society, the focus w~is on delivering chemi
cal journal articles using the Kirk-Othmer EncycloDedia of Chemical Technology as a test database. The

chemical literature offers a variety of challenges for electronic document delivery. Chemical articles in

clude a variety of unusual characters and symbols, complex equations, large tables, and graphics ranging
from line drawings to full-color photographs. The retrieval and display system was designed for an IBM

AT with a CD-ROM drive for the database and a Wyse 700 high-resolution display mnning under the IBM

PC DOS operating system. Figure 4 is an example of a Graph-Text display and shows a page of the Kirk

Othmer Encyclooedia of Chemical Technology overlaid by the window for the retrieval engine interface.

The basic approach to the document conversion process, as represented in Figure 5, is to write pro

grams to convert the source text into SGML, then index the SGML ifie for full-text retrieval and convert

the file into a typesetting language for formatting. This process involves modifying the ASCII text and then

parsing and converting the text into SGML. Graphics are scanned from the original pages and coordinated

with the text by a graphics control file generated from the ASCII text. The Graph-Text project uses TeX for

the typesetting language. The files used to generate the enclopedia article display ifies are standard TeX

output ifies with the SGML tags embedded in them, providing a way to mark equations, tables, text and

graphics placement. This method of marking elements of the document provides some simple hypertext
capabilities such as using figure references to move around within the articles.

FIELD EXPERIMENTS

Two important efforts at OCLC involve collaborative projects with universities. Project Mercury at

Carnegie Mellon University is a concerted effort to create an electronic library for a subset of its constitu

ency. Its purpose is to study questions and problems related to establishing ~nd administering such a library
with a primary emphasis on distributed systems and on economic issues. CORE (Chemical Online Re

trieval Experiment) is being conducted at the Albert R. Mann Library at Cornell University. Its aim is to

deliver to library users a collection of the full text of journals of the American Cher~ical Society in order to

study problems associated with the use of computer-supplied full text for research.

Project Mercury

The goal of the Mercury project is to build a prototype electronic library. This library will not only
serve as a testbed for research in the areas of information retrieval and economics of electronic publishing,
but it will also offer a range of real services to academic users.

The electronic library is not an electronic book nor even an electronic bookshelf. The full vision is as

far from a single CD-ROM as the modem library is from Gutenberg’s first printed book. The electronic li

brary is not only much larger but it is a genuine library bringing different materials to all scholars on cam

pus in a way that integrates well with their working environment. This view of a broad service to an entire

community is a massive jump in scale of numbers, geographic distribution, subject coverage, and range of

resources. Thousands of information producers will have to provide products that can be delivered coher

ently through a single interface. Despite technical advances, the combination of these factors make the ac

complishment of the electronic library a monumental undertaking with many complex interrelationships.

Mercury has three purposes:

o Demonstration. Mercury will demonstrate that a large scale distributed library can be built with to

day’s technology.
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o Laboratory. Mercury will be a laboratory to be used for a wide array of studies in handing infor

mation electronically.

o Library. Mercury will be a real library for computer science research. It will contain a large per
centage of the information that computer scientists use and will deliver it to them at their desks.

CORE

A portion of the X-memex system developed at OCLC will be used as a front-end for the CORE

project early in 1990 at Cornell University CORE is a joint project of Cornell Universit~ OCLC, Beilcore,
and the American Chemical Society which will provide a comprehensive electronic library of chemical

journals to approximately 90 chemistry scholars in various Cornell departments. Librarians, as infoimation

intermediaries, will also participate as users. The electronic library will support both browsing and search

ing modes of access.

Conclusion

OCLC’s mission--to further ease of access to and use of the ever-expanding body of worldwide scien

tific, literary and educational knowledge and information--requires an ongoing commilment to research.

Much of this research is focused on the future needs and expectations of libraries and their patrons. The us

ers of information systems are increasingly sophisticated and require increased and improved access to

larger and larger quantities of textual, graphic, and audio information from larger and larger stores of infor

mation. The researchers at OCLC are methodically laying the groundwork to provide this access.

Mercury is typical of OCLC’s interest in pulling together the result of many lines of research into a

prototypic experiment that is providing a service to the Carnegie Mellon University campus as well as es

tablishing a unique laboratory setting for the development and evaluation of information systems of the fu

ture.
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ABSTRACT

The ORION object—oriented database system supports the capture, storage and

presentation of text, images and audio information. This support is in the form of an

extensible object—oriented framework that includes definitions of c’asses and a mes

sage passing protocol for capture devices, presentation devices, and captured multi

media objects. This paper describes the portion of the framework that supports the

capture, storage and presentation of textual objects. Further, it describes an imple

mentation of text search capability within this framework that is compatible with the

general ORION query processing functionality. The text search algorithm which we

have implemented supports Boolean predicates on string patterns specified as regu

lar expressions.

1. Introduction

The ORION object—oriented database system, developed at MOO, has directly implemented the

object—oriented paradigm adding persistence and shareability to objects through transaction sup

port. Advanced functions in ORION include versions and change notification, composite objects,

dynamic schema evolution, transaction management, queries, and multimedia data management

KIM9OJ. In WOEL87], we described the ORION support for the capture, storage and presentation of

images and audio information. This support is in the form of an extensible object—oriented framework

that includes definitions of classes and a message passing protocol for capture devices, presentation

devices and captured multimedia objects. This paper describes an extension to the framework to

support the capture, storage, and presentation of textual objects. Further, it describes an implemen

tation of text search capability within the framework that is compatible with the general ORION query

processing functionality. The text search algorithm which we have implemented accepts Boolean

expressions as search patterns. Each search pattern can be as simple as a string of characters, or

as complicated as a general regular expression.

2. ORION Interface for Text Capture, Storage, and Presentation

This section will review the ORION multimedia framework and describe how the framework has

been extended to support capture, storage, and presentation of textual objects. Section 3 will later

describe how text search is invoked on these objects.

2.1 Class Definitions

Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the ORION classes for presentation devices, capture devices, and

captured objects. The shaded classes are classes that have been added to ORION for the support of

textual objects.
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The class lattice in Figure 1 represents the presentation devices available on the system. An

instance of one of these classes, however, represents more than just the identity of a physical pres

entation device. Each instance also has attributes that further specify, for example, where on the

device a multimedia object is to be presented and what portion of a multimedia object is to be pre

sented. These pre—defined presentation—device instances can be stored in the database and used

for presenting the same multimedia object using different presentation formats. Methods associated

with a class are used to initialize parameters of a presentation device and initiate the presentation

process.

Two classes have been added to Figure 1 for ORION support of textual objects. Instances of the

text—edit—device class are used to retrieve text from a captured—text object, write the text to a Lisp

file, and invoke the Common Lisp STEE84] editor function to edit this file.
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/ ~.
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Figure 1. Presentation Device Class Lattice
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The class lattice in Figure 2 represents the capture devices available on the system. Once

again, an instance of one of these classes represents more than just the identity of a physical capture

device. Each instance may also have attributes that further specify camera settings or the bit rate for

digitizing audio information. These pre—defined capture—device instances can be stored in the data

base and used for capturing a multimedia object using different capture formats. Methods associated

with a class are used to initialize parameters of a capture device and initiate the capture process.

Three classes have been added to Figure 2 for ORION support of textual objects. Instances of

the text—in—LISP—file class are used to capture text from a Lisp file and to store the text in a cap

tured—text object. Instances of the text—in—string class are used to capture text from a Lisp string

and to store the text in a captured—text object.

The class lattice in Figure 3 describes the types of multimedia objects that can be stored in the

ORION database system. These classes have attributes and methods that describe the size and

format of the multimedia object in proper units of measurement.

Three classes have been added to Figure 3 for ORION support of textual objects. Instances of

the long—captured—text class and the short—captured—text class are used to store textual informa

tion in two distinct formats. An instance of the long—captured—text class stores text in the long data

format described in WOEL87]. The long data format is optimized for storing and retrieving large data

objects and should be used if an entire document is to be stored as a single ORION object. An

instance of the short—captured—text class stores text as a normal Lisp string and is optimized for

short text objects, such as chapter names and abstracts.

2.2 Message Passing Protocol for Capture and Presentation of Text

Textual information can be captured and stored in the ORION database using the following steps.

First, an instance of one of the captured—text subclasses is created using either of the following

messages:

(make (class—object ‘short—captured—text))

(make (class—object ‘long—captured—text))

The make class method KIM88] for each of these classes creates a new instance and also

initializes the instance to prepare it for storing text. The identity of the newly created instance is

returned. This instance is then passed as an argument to an instance of one of the text—capture—de

vice subclasses, either the text—in—LISP—file class or the text—in—string class, using one of the fol

lowing messages:

(capture text—in—lisp—file—instance captured—text—instance lisp—filename

:append t—or—nil])

(capture text—in—string—instance captured—text—instance string

:append t—or—nill)

The captured—text instance (actually either a short—captured—text instance or a long—cap

tured—text instance) now stores the textual information in the database. If the append keyword argu

ment in this message is t, the new text is appended to any text presently stored in the instance. If it is

nil, the old text is overwritten. The default value of the append keyword argument is nil.

The text can bedisplayed for editing by passing it as an argument to an instance of the text—edit—

device class using the following present message format:
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(present text—edit—device—instance captured—text—instance lisp—file—name)

The instance of the text—edit—device class also stores the lisp—file—name in one of its attributes.

If the user modifies the text in the Lisp file, the following message may be sent to the text—edit—device

instance to cause the updating of the captured—text instance:

(capture text—edit—device—instance captured—text—instance lisp—file—name])

If the optional lisp—file—name argument is not provided, the Lisp file name passed as an argu

ment in the previous present message is used.

3. ORION Interface for Text Search

Text search capability has been implemented as methods defined for each of the subclasses of

the captured—text class. This implementation allows text search strategies to be optimized based on

the storage format of the text. It also allows the system designer to extend the system by adding
other text search strategies.

Each subclass of the captured—text class must define an includesp method that responds to a

message of the following format:

(includesp captured—text—instance pattern)

This method will return true if the specified pattern is found in the text stored in the captured—text

instance; otherwise, it will return nil. The includesp methods for the short—captured—text class and

the long—captured—text class optimize the search based on the storage format of the text for each

class.

The pattern parameter described above consists of Boolean combinations of regular expres

sions using the Boolean operators OR, AND and NOT FALO85]. For example, the following message

would return t only if both the string “apples” and the string “oranges” were found in the text.

(includesp captured—text—instance ‘(and “apples” “oranges”))

There are two types of regular expressions which can be specified. The first type is the most

general regular expression for text search. The syntax for this regular expression includes the unary

transitive closure operator
‘‘“ and the union operator ‘+“. The wild card character is a “.“. For

example, (‘a” (+ 1 2) ‘b”) is the regular expression denoting all strings beginning with ‘a” followed

by either 1 or 2 and ending in a “b”. A second example is the regular expression (“a” (‘ “—“) ‘5~b”)
that recognizes “a>b” or ‘a—>b” or “a——>b” or ‘a———>b”, ad infinitum.

The second type of regular expression can be used for searching for words where the full gener

ality of the first type of regular expression is not needed. A word is defined as contiguous characters

bounded by any non—alphabetic characters on both sides. It allows wild card characters where

stands for any number of occurrence of an alphabetic character and “.“ stands for exactly one

occurrence of an alphabetic character. The “‘“ and the “.“ can be juxtaposed in any manner. An

example of this simpler notation would be (word ‘apples”) which would match the word “apples”.
Another example would be (word “a..b”), which would match any 4—letter word beginning with ‘a”

and ending with ‘b”. To match an arbitrary number (including zero) of alphabetic characters be

tween ‘a” and ‘b”, the expression (word ‘a’b”) would be used. The expression (word “ought’”)
would match the words “thought”, ‘thoughtful”, and ‘ought”.
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4. Integration of Text Search with ORION Query Processing

Thus far, we have described how a single captured—text instance can be searched for a text

pattern using the includesp message. We will now describe, using the foUowing example, how this

capability has been integrated with the ORION query processing functionality. Figure 4 illustrates a

database schema for a simple document. Note that the arrows in Figure 4 do not represent the

class/subclass relationship but rather indicate that one class is the domain of an attribute of another

class. For example, the document class has three attributes: title, text, and page—count. The title,

and text attributes have the captured—text class (or one of its subclasses) as a domain. The page—

count attribute has the Common Lisp type integer as its domain.

Once we have populated the database with document instances, we can execute the following

query using the syntax described in KIM9O]:

(select ‘document ‘(> page—count 10))

This query will return all instances of the document class that have an integer greater than 10

stored in the page—count attribute. In a like manner, we can execute the following query that will

return all instances of the document class that have more than 10 pages and that contain the strings

“database” and “multimedia” in the text:

(select ‘document ‘(and (includesp text ‘(and “database” “multimedia”))

(>page—count 10)))

When the query processor executes this query, it will send the includesp message to the object

that is stored in the text attribute of each document instance. The expression (and “database”

“multimedia”) will be passed as an argument with the message. The object receiving this message

will be an instance of one of the subclasses of the captured—text class which will execute its in

cludesp method and return either t or nil. Thus, the includesp message is treated as any other

system—defined comparator (such as =, >, etc.).

Figure 5 illustrates a more complex schema for representing a document as an aggregate ob

ject. The body of the document has now been divided into chapters. The domain of the chapters

attribute of the document class is a set of instances of the chapter class. The following query will

return all instances of the document class that have greater than 10 pages and that have the words

“database” and “multimedia” in at least one chapter:

~:~e.count ~~~ent
capt:red-text

Lisp)

(An arrow indicates the

Domain of the Attribute)

Figure 4. Simple Document Example
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(select ‘document

‘(and (> page—count 10)

(path (some chapters) (includesp text ‘(and “database” “multimedia”)))))

The ORION query processor recognizes that the includesp operation is slow compared to such

comparators as = and <. It rearranges the query for execution so that page—count comparison is

always executed first.

5. Text Search Algorithm

Section 3 described the two types of regular expressions that can be used as patterns; a general

type of regular expression and a more limited type of regular expression using word boundaries.

These two types are distinguished for reasons of efficiency and expressibility.

For the most general case of regular expressions, the approach described in HOPC79] is fol

lowed. First a transition table is created from the regular expression in order to automate the pattern

matching process. There are four steps in the creation of the transition table.

1) The regular expression is converted into a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA).

2) The NFA is then transformed into a deterministic finite automaton (DFA).

3) A minimization procedure is applied to identify and condense equivalence states in order to

cut down the size of the DFA.

4) The minimized DFA is encoded as a 2—dimensional transition table indexed by a state num

ber and a character.

For the more limited type of regular expression using word boundaries, each word can be con

verted directly into a transition table without the intermediate transformations.

The transition table is used to make transitions according to the current state and the next input

character from the text. The matching process can terminate in one of two ways. If a final acceptance

state is reached, the search succeeds. If the text is exhausted without reaching an acceptance state,

the search fails. In either case, only one scan is needed to determine if the text contains a string

pattern specified by the regular expression. One major weakness of this approach is that the number

of states of the automaton may be exponential on the size of the regular expression. However, the

typical regular expressions for a text search query are not expected to be complex.

page—count

document~_......_—..
title

chapters ~{ title

chapter

integer (Common Lisp)

captured—text

(An arrow indicates the

Domain of the Attribute)

Figure 5. More Complex Document Example
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Boolean combinations of regular expressions are handled using a control structure in addition to

the transition tables. First, multiple transitions tables, each corresponding to a regular expression in

the query, are applied to the text according to the order determined by the Boolean operators. Fol

lowing this, the Boolean operators are applied. A potential drawback of this scheme is that each text

object may need to be scanned multiple times during the evaluation of a text search query. The

potentially excessive I/O cost of this technique is avoided by interleaving the scans on a page—by—

page basis. Each disk page containing text is fetched (only once) and fed through the transition tables

bne at a time. An additional data structure is maintained to keep track of the intermediate results

(transition states) associated with the regular expressions.

Alternatively, it would be possible to merge all the transition tables into a single table. This would

only require a single pass through each text object. This approach was ruled out because of its

computational complexity and the combinatorial growth in the size of the transition table.

6. Summary

This paper has described how textual objects are supported in ORION within the framework of

multimedia objects. In particular, it describes a text search capability that has been incorporated into

ORION and integrated with the ORION query processing functionality. Internally, the text search algo
rithm is sufficiently flexible to handle a very general form of text search queries which contain Boolean

combinations of regular expressions. Externally, the interface for text search is fully compatible with

the existing multimedia framework and query processing. Implemented as methods of the captured—
text class, the text search capability and strategies can easily be extended by the system designer.
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